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Abstract 
Ice scour is sti l l  P phcnomcna of great concern in)  the ~ l c ~ c l ~ p r n c ~ ~ t  of ulhl~orc 
o i l  and ga. fields located i n n  cold ocean cnrironmcnt. Icc scour rould nlsa r reac  
problems for power cabled or pipeline. which pass tisoagh i~tlaad raters surlt .w 
the Great Lakes. Cables, pipelines. and wellheads arc i n  danger olfsharc. IDircrt 
impact between ice and a subsea installation will most likely catme damage. I\ wahcd 
installation, such as buried pipeline, might be subjcdcd to ddit ional loartillb or 
Intolerable displacements through close proximity of an ice keel. The qolestinn sti l l  
remains as to haw deep is safe. 
In an attempt to lurther understand the ice reour process. n sciics of bur physicnl 
model tests war carried out at M ~ o r i a l  University's sconr lank farility. The first 
two twts were conduned in  a clean, dry silica sand xitile the rcmamilag two were 
conducted in  theramenand in asubmerged stale. Theobjective.01 thi~erpcr;mcntal 
progmm were to  nteaure farcn and prerrure. en the model, to measure tlle rerpat~se 
of the soil in the testbed, and, most importmtly, to tnensure displacements in the 
testbcd below the amur. 
The measured results compare well w i th  cmputcd values. The results havc alna 
been ampared with previour works and models. The analysed expcrimcstal results 
.how that there i r  seabed response and displacement up to 3 112 scour cut dcplhs 
below the unrcoured testbed surface. Finally, i t  w u  observed that the sco~~ring 
proccsa wa. similar for tests in  both the dry and submerged state; mcuured farces 
and loads l a r  for the submerged test,. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 General 
The search for oil, gar, and other natural resources har led to rrarchcs in  the 
oceans to supplement land baaed reserves. Economical exploitation of these natural 
resources through the use of Boating structures or seabed inatallation. wil l  tlelxscl 
on ovemoming seabed gcotechnical and aeeanographical pmhlcmr. 
The engineer involved i n  deign for an oflshore environment should hc awarc that 
certain natural phenomena exist that may he hazardous t o r  pmjcct. Polenlial haz- 
ards which are present in  an ocean environment must be evaluated. This evaluation 
will determine whether or not a feature is truly a hazard or merely a constraint. Sea 
ice, icebergs, freezing spray, currents, waves. Lidos, seabed morphology, and sediment 
characterirticr are al l  exampler of factors which must he eonridered when inwived 
with offshore activity. 
1.2 Sea Ice and Icebergs 
Two typea of ice are commonly bund  i n  r m l d  ocean environment such as that 
found on Canada's offshore. The first is glacial ire i n  the form of icebergs and the 
scmnd a sea ice which is the result of the freezing of seawater in cold climates. 
Most of the icebergs encountered in the Western North Atlantic originate from 
ylaorrr in Granland, bs l  some also find thei? wag down from tne eutern Canadian 
r\ictic archipelago. The Greenland ice rap cao produce a. many as 40,OW icebergs 
per gear but normally 10,004 to 30,000 are produced annually (Nadreau, 1986). 
The drift pattern of an iceberg depends on a number of phenomena, .om= of 
which Ire ocean eurmnts, bottom topography, wind, wind generated currents, and 
the Coriolir ellect. Of these, ocean mrrents are the main factor (NORDCO. 1975). 
Thc usual drift pattern o f a  Grernland iceberg bound for the Grand Banks la r h w n  in 
Figure 1.1. Icebergafoliow the Wwt Greenlandcurrent to  thenorthend ofBaffin Bay 
where they then turn southward with the Baffin Island Current. During this journey 
louth, the imhcrga may be diverted by secondary currents and apmd some time 
in sounds and straits. They finally continue their journey by following the Labrador 
Currcnt which lcads themanto the Grand Banks (Murray, 1969). Along thelabrador 
coast. 500 to 2500 icebergs are spotted annually and this area is sometimu know 
N iceberg 01ley (Gustajtis, 1979). 
Of all the icebergs produced by the Greenland ice cap, only an average 01 400 
drift into the Grand Banks region each year (Dinmore, 1972). Icebergs begin to 
deteriorate m d  melt when they 1-1 theeffectr of the North Atlantic Current and the 
Gulf Stream and the period of time for which they can exist depends primarily upon 
sea temperature and sca alate. 
Sighting, off the northeast coat  of Newfoundland hsvc estimated some bergs to 
be of the order of tens of millions of tans but these h u p  floating masses of ice oftm 
run yround and break inla smaller picces before reaching the G r a d  Bank, region. 
Other r o u m  have reported aightinp in the order of 8 million tons near the Grand 
Fiyn 1.1: Drift Pattern lor Canadian East Calat laberp (Alter Murray, 1969). 
Ranks, but there are rare (Venkatwh and El.Tahan, 1988). The sir. distribution 
01232 icebergs tracked by radar from drillingsiter on the  Gnrnd Banks during the 
period 01 1984 ta 1987 are presented in Tahle 1.1. 
Tahle 1.1: Iceberg Sighlings fmm Grand Banks Drill Sitcr. 
1984 to 1987 (After Venhtnh and El-Tahan, 1988). 
Sea ice is the i a  of conmn in the Beaufort Sea. Annual freezeup along the coast 
cf the Beaufort Sea is widely varied but muld occur M early as September k t  and 
breakup muld occur as late as the end of August (Kavao a d  Mciior, 1974). Sea ice 
in the Beaufort S n  ha. been subdivided into three wne. by Wadhamn (1975). The 
Fast Ice Zone extenda to the 18 to 20 m hathymetrio mntour. It expdeneea tidging 
and hummocking during early winter s t o m  but is eventually f r o m  in p h .  The 
Slienr Zone extends fmm the edge af the Padl Ice Zone to  the edge of the continental 
shell. Thia zone ia mntinuously changing through much ridging and bummocking. 
Seaward, beyond this zone, is the Polar Pack Ice Zone. During t h e  winter, the Polar 
Park Ice Zone ia lor t h e  most part cowered with multi-year ice. T h a e  zona are 
shown in Figure 1.2. Sea ice which is driven onto itselfin the  Shear Zone will tend to 
pik up creating a p m r u r e  ridge which has a keel u tmding below the w a t a  surfan. 
Premure ridge srr driven primarily by occa. c m m t r  and semndariiy by wind, wind 
generated currents, and loading from other ice. These preraure rid* are clrarified 
Mass Bnge (tanner) 
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27,500 - 275.000 
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intoeither 6nt  p a r  or multi-year prpsaure ridges. Theae ridges (and thas Lhrir kcclr) 
can grow to a very large size and therefore, il they enlcr shnllow areas. they  right 
ground. A large pressure ridge ha been described in the litcraturc (\Vright c< &I. 
1918) in which the ~idge was I50 m io length, had a rail height of I1 I?, and hnd n 
keel depth over 31 m. 
1.3 Ice Scour 
Driving forces may direct icebergn and pressure ridge kepb into areas in which 
their keel draft is greater than the depth of the water. If this is the cme, the kcel 
mmes in mntact with t h e  seabed and, depending on the strength af thc  seabed m d  
the driving forceo, may continue moving, forcing the kcel in!a the sea bottom. 
ke scours are created when an iceberg or pressure ridge ked mows while in 
contact with the seabed. These scours are ofgreat concern in the development of oil 
and gas deposits in ice iofeskd walen such as on the Grand Banks or in the Arctic. 
Scouriogrouldeaaily ruptuna pipelineon theseabedor destroy a subseainstallalion. 
Buried pipelina cmld b e  affected as well if they are displaced through subaeour soil 
m m m t s  or 3ubjmted to  additioi~al oading during scouring. The work prea~ntnl 
in this thepia is intended to give hrther insight into this scouring procea. 
Physical modelling is one means by which further information can be gsind into 
the ice smur ProCEM and is the topic of this thesis. Through model analysis, inright 
may be gained into forcer acting on r scouring keel, the stresses in the  mil beneath the 
lcouring model, and displacements below the ~cour. This is all pertinent information 
in the design and analysis of w a b d  installnlians for an ice m u r e d  environmmt. 
p s r  ICE , 
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1.4 Thesis Outline 
The organization of this therir is divided into eighl chapters in an attcslpl to  
logically proceed through the reasoning behind the work, the work itreif, the rrattlts. 
and the conelunion. arising from the results. 
Chaplet '2 mmiews the literature relevant to this study conccntmting on North 
American regions. Different areas are covered in which scourieg ocntrs GI lhm or. 
curred, how the scours were formed, and thcir descriptions. The iatcr pwt of tlnc 
chapter looks at suggested methods of protection against rmur and concluder wiih ;1 
lnok a t  the research and studies which have heen carried out lo date on the snbject. 
Chapter 3 stater the experimental objectives and outiinea thc scow of the cxper. 
imental program. 
Chapter 4 describes the experimental facilities and equipment which were used is- 
cluding the scour tank facilities, the model, instrumentation, and the dataacquisttion 
system. 
Chapter 5 outlines the experimental pmcedurer follo~ved during tho various stager 
of the experimental program. 
Chapter 6 presents the ruul t r  obtained from the experimental program. 
Chapter 7 nnalyres these reaultr using basic gmteehnical and roil mechanic prin- 
ciples and compares the resulto to those ablained from other tost programs. 
The thesis closes with a summary, conclusions, mommendations for future re- 
search, and a description of current research, all of which is contained in Chapter 8. 
Chapter 2 
Literature Review 
2.1 General 
Charles Darwin (1855) war one of the first scientists to hypothesize about the 
driving mechanisms behind icebergs and their ability to ncour or create groove in 
the seabed. Since then, there features. incised into the reabed by gmunded ice, have 
been called various names in the literature. Iceberg marks, iee gouges, ice scours, 
icc gmowa, iceberg furmw marks, and iceberg plough marks arc some of the n m r  
uaocialed with auch featurn. In &his thuis, the name smur is preferred, whether it 
I l u  heen created by an ieebeqor a pressure ridge keel. Figure 2.1 shows areas in the 
world where scouring is known to exint and where it is thought to exist. 
Some differences exi t  bet- t h a e  feature$ although they are generally charac- 
terized as  a U, V, or U.rhaped tmugh sunounded by berm on either side (depending 
on the reabed material the berms may not be pment). The shape depends on the 
nature of the seabed, the shape of the  h i ,  and the depth of the sea bottom along 
with the draft m d  speed of the iceberg. Another factor which must be taken into 
account is the strength of the ice. If the ice is weak a. compared to the  strmgth of 
the seabed. then, a. the keel come in contact with the seabed, a piece of the ice keel 
Figure 2.1: Arcu of Probable and Known lee Scours [Dia~ram Courtlry of 
C. Woodworth-Lunar, C-CORE). 
Figun 2.2: Profile View of an keberg Scouring Event. 
might shear off and the iceberg or prnsun ridge will continue to drift. Figure 2.2 
depicts an iceberg rmuring ennt. Aa the iceberg scours, i t  thmws material up in 
fmnt of i t  thmugh a bulldozing or gouging action and may also plough nome material 
under. The material which ia built up in kont of the lieel m y  spill to the r ide 
creating part d the berm. 
Analyais of ice m u m  is important in order to determine rirks and requimmta 
esaadated with seabed atmctures and inatdlatioos. Data rolipi.tion un be made 
thmugh ridman sonogram, wismic work, manned submersiblcobaervltions, or ROV 
observations. Fmn there obmnitioor, data can be andysed on the types of amurs 
and their shuacteristics. A aidwcan sonogram of s amured seabed is ahom in Fig- 
ure 2.3. 
One method of mur aoalysis includw repetitive mapping surveys of the reabed 
Figure 2.3: Sidescan Sonogram Showing a Smured Stabed (Photo Courtesy of 
C. Woodworth-Lynas, CCORE). 
as conducted by !\'wdwortb-Lynao and Barric (1985). By comparing the ridewan 
remrda obtained fmm year to year, new scours created during the p u t  year can be 
distinguished and a new scouring rate for that year calculated. Woodwonh-Lynas 
(1983) has used relationshipa to detwmine the relative ages of scours. 
Other methods of dating scours include the dating of biogenie sediment material in 
the rcaurp or "sing infiiiing rater and theamount of infillin the scour to datethescour. 
Ages of scours have also been estimated by direct observation and comparhn with 
wrmunding feature (Barrie and Woodworth-Lynaa. 1982). For example, trawling 
has only taken place on a large scale for the paat 30 to 40 years. so if scours <roar 
trawl marks, then the scouring muat have occurred during this time. 
Scours which ocevrred a long time ago and were uested by processes which are 
no longer lo pla& mdpy are termed relict. It may not always be an easy task to 
., ~ 
determine if scour8 are modern or relict. If no sediment transport or migration of 
bedforms is taking place in an area and the scour is partially Rlled in, then it may 
be relict. Migration of bedform Lend to cover rcoura, therefore an area may appear 
frw of scouring when redly it iri net. 
2.2 Canadian East Coast Waters 
The presence of iceberg scouring io mart readily observed in the northern portion 
(above 46'N) of the Grand Banks ( S n  Figure 2.4) in water deeper than LOO m 
(d'Apollonia and Lewis, 1981). 
A study of iceberg smura on the Grand Banks was conducted by Fader and King 
(1981). To the northeart (Zone A), they identified buried iceberg scours 
in water depths greater than 110 m, hut o n r l a y i y  these alder scours m e  fresh- 
looking scarrs, identified as such due to  their physical appearance. They conclude 
Figure 2.4: Rcoeaxhed Ice S a r o d  A- of North America. 
that rcours in Ins than 110 m of wster (and thus the Hibernia study area (Zone 
8))  have been created during the last 10,000 to  12,000 years, aner the 1-1 low sea 
icvcl stand whm the rca level stood 110 to 120 m lower than it does today (Fader 
auld King, 1981). In this zone, rdict rcaun are only found in water depths greater 
than 100 to 110 m and these relict scours may be superimposed by younger s m u n  
which are found above as well as below a water depth of 1W m (King and Gillespie, 
1982). In water depth9 less than 100 m, scour densitie are very low. The scour8 
are t~rually less than 1 m deep and change direction often. In deeper water, scour 
density and linearity increases (d'Apollonia and Lewis, 1981). The maximum scour 
depth and the maximum scour width for the northeastern area is 2.5 m and 124 m 
mpectively with a total percent seabed disturbance value of appmximalely 17 %. 
Scour orientations on the northeastern Grand Banks are aligned in water deeper 
than 120 m but are more variable in shallow water. This d e c t s  the increse io the 
mntml of iceberg drift patterns in deeper water by ocean currents. In shallow wster, 
the primary driving forces are mare varisble, and include winds, diurnal tidal c u m t s  
and storms. Therefore the scours are more ircegular and lack a distinct orientation 
(King and Gillespie, 1982). 
To the west (Zone C), partially buriediaberg scoun mver extenrive areas in water 
depths greater than 125 m. Maximum scour depths and maximum amur widths up 
to 9 m and 188 m res:sctiwly can be found in this ares (northwest Grmd Banks) 
and appmximalely 95 % of the seabed ir disturbed (d'Apollonia and Lnvia, 1981). 
The Hibernia dismvay area (Zone El), located in 80 m of water on the nortbeaat 
margin of the Grand Banks, is dearly vulnerable to the threat of iceberg scouring. 
Two populations of iceberg scours have been recognized in this area: a partially 
buried scoured surface, and a set of fresh lookiog scours. The partially buried amurn 

lrcherg rcourmarka are reported s widespread on the Labrador Continental Shelf 
(Zone D). Scoursue typicailygreater than 1 km inlengthandwith amaximumwidth 
01 210 m but average widths are in the range of 30 m. The depth of the scour below 
the berm peaks is typically Iesr than 6 m. Scours were found in depths of more than 
350 m in some locations along the coast (Harris. 1971). 
Barrie (1980) studied sidescan sonogram fmm the northern Labrador Sea (Zone 
D). Modem ar well ar relict scours are p e n t  in watm depths greater than 180 m 
of water. Lengths of observed acoun exceeded 3 km and their paths ranged fmm 
linear to curvilinear. Average widths were approximately 30 m and the mean scour 
depth ws. 5 m, but the maximum scour width and depth reponed was 200 and I7 m 
respertively. 
Woodwarth-l.yns. and Barrie (1985) report an a repetitive mapping pmgam 
carried oul over the Labrador and Grand Banks shelf regions betwen 1976 and 1982. 
This program wa. useful in that it gave r a t e  of reour and of scour degradation. 
Typical values obtained from this program are annual scouring rates of 3.3 % on 
Maklmvik Bank and 4.3 %on Saglek Bank, both hcated on the Labrador Shelf. 
2.3 Beaufort Sea 
Rlletier and Shearer (1972) conducted a marine geological investigation in the 
Canadian Beaufort Sea (Zone E) during the rummen of 1970 and 1971. During this 
survey, they dincovered pups of parallel scours, gencrdly ik water depth. of 10 to 
30 m but s. deep ar 75 m, which they thought were cased by multiple keels of 
pressure ridges. These scours ranged from a few meters to teas of melera in width. 
They had a top.of-berm to bsse-of-trough n l i d  up to  10 m and lengths up to 8 km. 
Lewis (1977) studied the morphology ofiee scours in the Canadian Beaufort Sea 
(Zone E). He reported that the sea floor suns practically covered with smars i s  the 
15 to 40 m water depth area, but scours were present up LO depth* of 80 m. Scolor 
depths ranged from0.5 to 6m(nominally 0.5 to 1.0 nl) and widths varied Iron, scvcral 
meters to hundreds of meterg. Rare occurrences are described rhcre  scour drpthr ul 
7.6 m were recorded. Relict rcourr in this area have bwn infilled and generally occur 
beyond the 50 m isobath. 
A study of frequency and amur depth (Zone E) was ronduded by llnntiuk rind 
Wright (1963) which determined that most of the smurr had an nvcrsge dcplh which 
ranged between 0.91 and 1.52 m (3 and 5 feet). The deepest scour mentioned wa. 
9.14 m (30 feet) deep but it is also mentioned that this might be relict. Of all the 
rcourr analy9ed. 97 % were between 0.6 and ?.I m (2 to i k t )  in depth and mwl of 
the scours occurml in the 15 to 45 m (50 to 150 fool) water depth range. 
More rwent updates to mean dimensions of rcourr (Zone E) by Lewis and BIm<o 
(1990) through analysis of ridercan sonar ~ n d  ccho sounder profiles suucr l  a mean 
depth of 0.5 m and a mean width of 26 m. Maximum values of there paramelen arc 
i .1  m and 1375 m respectively. In water depths between 10 and 10 m the ra floor is 
mvered with smurr and recent-looking scours appear to occur up t o  water dcpths of 
72 m. 
A study conducted wer 4 years by the U.S. Geological Survey (Rcimnitz and 
Barnes, 1974) in the U.S. Beaufort Sea (Zone F) measured scours typically 0.5 t o  
1.0 m in depth but scours up to 5.5 m in depth have been observed. Gouge wne 
generally oriented parallel to the bathymetdc contours and the highest amur densilier 
were observed in water depths betweeo 10 and 30 m. Below 50 m the observed amurs 
are believed to be relict. They also noted that the shape of a rmur oken changu as 
the ice rotates. Kovaca and Mellor (1974) reported that there are no ice keels over 

60 m in depth in the U.S. Beaufort Sea today, therefore any scolin found below this 
dcptil must be an extremely rate modern day event or else they mu-t he relict. 
Barnes et nl (1978) conducted a study in the Beaufort Sea of Alaska (Zone F) 
betwecn 1975 and 19i7 as part of a repetitive mapping survey. They also found 
that the scour trend in their survey area was linear and parallel to the bathymetric 
contours. Gouge depths were observed that ranged from 0.5 10 1.8 m. Maximum 
observed widths were in the order d 70 m, with the majority of width* being 1-3 
than 20 m. Obgervations of new scour events (those since the last survey) Indicated 
they w r e  evenly distributed and had a maximum depth of 1.2 m. New scour events 
varicd fmm 10.5 to 63 SCOUR per year per line d collected data. They estimate that 
(based on data that they obtained) 50 %of the seabottom would be scoured in 40 
years and about 90 % would be scoured in 150 yean (scour rate of 1.6 % per year). 
,\ resurvey (4 to 5 yeam later) of an area in Harrison Bay, Alaska (Zone €1 
revealed only two new rcovra with a depth greater than 1 m (Rearic, 1982). From 
data collected, it was estimated that between 77 and 98 % of the seabed is reworked 
every I00 yeam (1.5 to 3.8 %per par). Average scour depths of new scoun measure4 
only I8 cm and an average of only 8 to 9 new scours were added to the seabed each 
year pet kilometer of  testing. The findlog. Irom Sections 2.2 and 2.3 are summarized 
in Table 2.1. 

2.4 Lakes 
One lake in which scouring has been obaervd to Itavc ocevrrcd in North ,\mericn 
is Lake Erie (Crass. 1982; Comlorl e t  al, 1982). There scours are ixnpartnt~t Ihcmasc 
they are found in areas for which Ontario Hydro had planned high-voltngesabn~ariec 
cable m u t u .  On the Canadian side of the lake (Nanticokel. scours rewh a ~nraritrtm 
depth of 1.7 m and t h e e  scours are bcated in 9 to 12 m of water. On tile r\merirnn 
ride (Coho), the scoursonly reach adepthof 0.6 m in 16 lo ?3 mofsntcr  (Comfort ct 
al, 1982). The scours extend in length up to 6 km and in width up to  100 m (Cm~w. 
1982). 
Weber (195l) reported scours in Great Slave Lake. N.W.T.. which ranged fro", 
small rmurr, a few meters in length, to large rcoum up to  33 m widc and owr 1.5 km 
in length. The majority of these rmurs were linear but some were curvilinear. It 
was concluded that thew scours were formed by wind driven ice keelo cltrring rpritlg 
breakups. 
One of the few incidents reported in the literature concerning damage to n rub- 
marine installation has been presented by Noble and Comfort (1980). In this care. 
the installation w u  a 0.6 m diameter water intake pipeline located in Great Slave 
Lake from shore to 8 km of the shote, sitting on the bottom and not buried. After 
spring breakup in 1979, problems werceneountered which indicated that lhe pipeline 
had failed. The damage consisted of an approximalcly 260 m section of pipc which 
war fractured at three separate locations. Not only wa. the pipeline broken, hut tho 
broken sections had bem displaced lslerally 90 m. Several scours were prenenl in tho 
area which the damage had occurred, ranging in depth from 0.6 lo 1.8 m. 
2.5 Other Ice Scour Studies 
2.5.1 Relict Laud Scours 
The dircct observation of ofshore scours is difficult and can only be  done in a 
submersible or by diving. Sampling in area. of scours or excavating a amur in order 
to observe possible deformations is even more difficult, if even possible. One way 
to observe scours is to look at d i e t  l a n d - b d  scours created during s period of 
higher sea level. Several large fields of relict land-bmed smurs have been identified in 
Canada and have been researched (Woodworth-Lynu et al. 1985; Woodworth-Lyna. 
and Guignl, 1990). 
In northern Manitoba, relict ice scours are present in a glacial lake, Lake Agaasiz. 
There ice rmur mnrka are clearly visible in aerial photopapbr a. is shown in Fig- 
cure 2.5, but are also visible from the ground. Thm maximum depth of these scours 
is 2 m, and they arc p r e s e r d  in both clayey sod sandy materiala. Widths of the 
amurn usually range from 6 to 40 m and lengths, although generally leas than 600 m. 
do extend up to 1.8 km (Dredge, 1982). 
Woodworth-Lynar and Guigni (1990) conducted an examination of two of these 
relict acorn ineiaed into day and covered with riit. The smurs were trencbed to a 
depth of 4 musing a backhoe. Several geotechnieal m-urementr were made in and 
adjacent to the smur. Each rmur wa. approximltely 50 m wide and 0 and 8.5 km in 
length respectively. Subamur deformations were observed in the form of  faults and 
highly visible slip planes. Paerooahaab et al (1989) have suggested that these faults 
might be caused by the same mechanism responsible for a twc-dimensional shaUow 
foundation failure pmving that subscour deformations exist. 
Photograph of Glacial L&e Agaasiz. 
2.5.2 Small Scale Observations 
I'icld pmgramr haw been carriedaut on the tidal flats oftheSt. Lawrenceestuivy 
to obrcrvc small rcalo ice scouring (Pooroahasb and Clark. 1990). During spring 
breakup of the river ice, scouring of the river bottom by rmdl ice chunkr up to 25 
tonne occurs with every tidal cycle. These p i e w  of ice leaw highly visible swur 
marks which can be physically obaerwd and measured at low tide. Site investigations 
through the scoun revealed very little in the way ofviribie rubscour deformations. 
However, tests conducted with a shear vane thmugh the reour indicated that rubscour 
disturbance of the layered riverbed had occurred. 
2.5.3 Ice Scour Statistics and Probabilities 
Reearch on ice scour statistics and probabilities, which are imperative to  the 
burial and protection of offshore pipelines and seabed inrtallationa, has been carried 
out by Wheeler and Wang (1985), Gaskill and Lewis (19881, and Weeks et a1 (1983). 
T h e e  i~uthors prcrent statintical and probabilistic characledsticsaf ice scouring in the 
determination of scour depth, scour length, swur orientatiens, and the  probability of 
ice/pipeline interaction hated oo phenomenological data and analysis. In most cases, 
ik is arumed that in order for the pipdine or inrtallatian to be damaged there has to 
bc a direct impact, which m y  not be the ease. There could ako be damage incurred 
thmugh close proximity of an ice ked and this aspect of the problem is generally 
ignored. Therefore, the pmbability of damage is probably being underestimated, but 
the rcaearch is vduable in that it adds to the overall analysisof the ice scour problem. 
T 
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Fiy re  2.6: ice Scour Mechanisms ar Determined by the Direction of Driving L r m s  
Relative to Keel Shape (After Clark and Lsndva, 1986). 
2.5.4 Ice Scour Mechanisms 
An iceberg which has hemme grounded sm  cruteaseabed featurein one of t h m  
way. n. described by Clark and Lmdva (1986). T h e e  iwlreabed f a i l u r emdao i rm  
will create a scour or a pit m d  are summarired below. 
Figure2.6 depicts an iceberg which hs. gounded. lfthe driving form are directed 
to the left then the scour will be created by what har bren dncribed as a bulldozing 
keel &ism. If an iceberg ir rmuring in this dirntion then the keel will tcnd t o  
rotate about a vertical axis so that the scour is creakd by a trailing keel mdan i am,  
shown in the figure if the driving force is Lo the right. Thi  is the poaition of leaat 
amur reaiatance and local failure sf  the iceberg keel might take place in order to 
arsume this lesst mistance poritioo (Clark and Laodvr. 1986). 
Computer rimuiatian ol iceberg instability was mnducted by Buu and Peten 
(1981). Thc work concluded that an iceberg. shape when changed, either through 
ahlation under wave action, or by splitting, will yield a new center of buoyancy and 
gravity. A. the iceberg mover to a new stable position, its draught could increase by 
as much as 50 %. 
On t h e  LahradorShelf, Bas. and Wwdworth-Lynas (1988) describe lincarsyrtams 
or craters or pits, termed crater chaina, in which i t  appears that keel-neabcd contact 
is lost between cratcn m d  that the keelaf theiceberg touches down and then lifts GA. 
The distance reportd betwem crater8 w i e r  from 25 to 70 m and the diameter of the 
pitr themselves rmge from 25 to 40 rn. T h e  length of the craler chains are usually 
less than 0.5 km aod contain anywhere from three t o  eight craten. This process w s  
modelled mathemsttally and it wao demonstrated that arollingieeberg could creak 
thwe crater chains (Ban and Woodworth-Lyns, 1988) 
Woodworth-Lynm el a1 (1986) conducted rtudier on iceberg acoun that cmrr 
irohatha and determined that icebergs muld scour uplope aa well ar dmvnslope. 
Changes in hathymetry up to 45 m were interpmted along the path of a scouring 
iceberg. They postulated that the  bergs can rmur for long distances because as the 
depth of the water changes, the iceberg will change its orientation (thmugh rotation) 
due to resialance of the seahod. The iceberg will then be in a trailing keel mode 
and this might have serious implications t o  glory hole. or trenches which have not 
been backfilled ar the iceberg will increw its draft (due to its righting moment) as 
it passes OW an open area. 
Another feature oboerved on the Grand Banks which are not s e o u ~  hut whose 
mechanism of creatim could cause similar problems are leeberg generated pitr. Pita 
up to 100 m in diameter and 6.5 m d e p  h a w  been ohwrved in the Hibernia a m  d 
tileGrand Banks (Loris and Barrie. 1981). Clark and Landva (1988) concluded t h d  
pits the r im of which are seen on the Grand Banks could be created in somewhat 
soft ndl but because the soil on the Grand Banks ir described as stif to very stiff. 
pits created by the earlier depcribed mechanism pmpored by Bars and Peters (198.1) 
would yield depthslesa than 5 m. Clark and Landva(191) proposed that ane. initial 
impact, the pit could be enlarged (to the size found on the Grand Banks) throagh 
continual fatlure of the pit wails as the iceberg continued to be moved against the 
wallr by horizontal loading fromenvironmcntal forcer. Ao thestrength of ihcire may 
be ciore to  that of the seabed, the ice could tail, and the iceberg, assuming a new 
stable position, covld lift off theseabed and continue to  drift, leaving an isolated pit 
behiod. 
2.6 Protection Against Ice Scour 
Seabed inslallationv located in area. scoured by iceberg must be protected atad 
variour means of protection have been pmpmcd. Some methods of pmtrction conridcr 
the iceberg to  be a hazard which must be deflected from the scabed structure and 
include towing, blasting, bombing, and deflecting with a water cannon, hut thcsc 
methods have met with limited success. Ao alternativeapproach is that ofprotecting 
pipelines (or other seabed installationr) on the  rca bottom by means of trcsching, 
gravel covers, concrete covers, or tunnels. Wellheads or csirnons arc casiu to protect 
than a pipdioc as they are irdated installations and might be protected through a 
glory hole. 
Tcenching bru probably bcen viewed ar the  means of protection with the most 
l ik ly  rate of success. If trenching can be conducted, then the pipeline can be trenched 
to a safe depth, however the cost to  conduct this trenching must also be takrn into ac- 
count. Safe trenching depths must be calculated by a method which not only assumen 
pipe failure through dim8 impact but also analyses the affect9 d proximity loading 
by the ice. Trenching methods inelude ploughing (Brown and Palmer, 1985), jet- 
ting (Andrier, 1981), dredgjng (devries, 19811, and mechanical trenching techniques 
(Gibson, 1981). Trenching dlmenaionr play a major part in the total cost of a buried 
subsea pipcline. Thmfore, it ia important to develop optimal protection strategies 
to balance risk and mat (Nemim and Jordan. 1985). In some cases, the deign and 
inatailation of a pipeline might be feasible but due to high dak, safe operation of 8 
pipdine might not be possible as has been sugp l ed  to be the care in the ease of the 
Hibernia field (Timmermmr, 1981). In most casrr, trenches will have to he backfilled 
for wtra  protection so that load ia transmitted to the roil and not directly to the 
pipeline. The type of backfill used is also very important. If it is softer than the 
rurmunding material, then a o a m  iceberg keel could drop into the trench. On the 
other hand, if the mkr i a l  is much harder than the surrounding material, then scour- 
ing icebere could enmunterruch regiatanse that they are stopped from smudng and 
remain pinned against the trench backfill by currents, transmitting loads through the 
trench matrial to the pipeline and also w r i n g  away at the trench backfill. The roil 
around the pipeline might also be fmzm for added pmtwtion (Palmer et al, 1919) or 
the aoil might he mired with cement in the vicinity of the pipeline to OR=* additional 
resistance to ice forces (Morgenstem and Sterne, 1980) but again this might abo act 
to mllect icebergs. 
Concrete or gavel -era for a pipcline would be very expmsive and would also 
cause the rune type of problem; that the aver might act as a barrier to further 
scouring and collect iceberg,. Polar Gar has looked at the fessibility of wing large 
tunnels (4.3 to 4.9 m in diameter) to protect pipelines from icebag scour in the 
Canadian Arctic (O'Donnell, 1976). These tunmlela would minimize environmental 
disturbance, allow for easy maintenance, m d  allow readily available. current lechnol. 
ogy and equipment to  be used, however, they would probably be very expenaivc. 
As an orample of trenching technology, a specially designed underwater trenching 
plough wan used t o  bury a flowline bundle in the Canadian Arctic near hlelvillc 
Island in 1978 (Palmer et al. 1979). The 1.2 km long pipeline wna constructed on 
shoreand pulledinto plase into the 1.5 mdesp trench with anice-based winch. Afkr 
burying the  pipeline, the t m n d  was backfilled wilh gravel and the soil amund the 
flowline frozen uring s mechanical refrigeration system installed is the bundle. The 
refrigeration system circulated a methanol-water mixture through the space betwen 
an inner and outer easing and wan capable of gmwing pnmafrwt l o  a minimum 
diameter of 3 m after approximately 1.5 months of operalion. 
2.7 Ice Scour Research 
2.7.1 Theoretical and Analytical Research 
Memorial University Model  
A work-energy balance analytical model wan developed by Chari (1975) to analyrc 
the erects of an iceberg scouring the seabed. A simple prismatic zhape wa. consid- 
ered which would smur into a vniformly sloping seabed of weak d i m n t ,  without 
ride-up or cllaye in draft. The only driving force behind the iceberg w u  its own 
kinetic energy, energy input from currents and wind ignored. The kinetic energy 
of the moving idealized iceberg was balanced with tho work done in displacing the 
mil alnog the smur, which ws. computed based on soil mechanics theary. From 
this model, thearetical iceberg scour leogths and depths were computed for vsriour 
physical parameters. 
Chsri and Muthukrishoaiah (1978) extended the model to account for the effert 
of current drag experienced when the icebe- begins to decelerate after making initial 
contact with the seabed. Theoretical scour Imgths cornpuled using this model, which 
takes into account current effects, muld be up lo  160 % longer than those value 
computed using the initial model. 
Chari and Green (1981) further extended the work-energy model to analyze the 
effects of side friction during the smuring of frictional soils. They found that by 
ignoring the effect of ride friction, an ovneatimation of acour depths of about LO % 
would mull. 
Refinements to the model by Pranad (1985) incorporated the effects of nonlinear 
velocity of the iceberg during the mation of the amur. This modification of the 
model yielded scour depths up to 16 % higher than those computed using linear 
velocity variation. 
Thir model may not be directly applicable to full scale events k a u a e  uplift 
and/or vertical forces on the model are not considered. Research ha. revealed that 
iceberg do rideup a. scour depths m a i n  constant during travel upalope aa well as 
downrbpc (Woedworth-Lyn~ et al, 1986). Also, the rimpb model shape may not 
be very applicable to a full scale went. 
FENCO Model 
FENCO (1975) alsodeveloped a work-enngy model in which a block-ahaped body 
was driven into an wenly aloping seabed, again allowing no rideup. Friction between 
the model and the aeabed waa not conridered and only horizontal motion of the body 
waa permitted (1 d- of fredom). 
A aerond model developed by FENCO (1975) was a time atrp dynamic model 
which takes a force-balaqce approach to the scour pmcur. ,\gain. the m-del assumes 
an evenly sloping seabed, but in thir case allow8 br rotation, vertical movement. 
and horizontal movement of the body (3 degrca of fedom).  This model soivcs 
the differential equation8 of motion of the block-shaped body being pushed into the 
seabed. hom thwe t w  FENCO modelr, rsour depths andlengths muld bc calrulalecl 
for a given set of input parameters. 
Anevaluationof thcdeterministicmodelof Chari (1915) and the twodeterministic 
models of FENCO (1975) was carried out by Comlort and Ccabam (1986). They 
concluded that the xmrk-energy modelr overpredicted scour depths by nr much nr a 
factor of two, the Chari (1975) model yieldinggreater scour depths than lhc FENCO 
(1975) model by about 20 7%. Again, the model rhape considered by FENCO may 
not be directly applicable to a lull scale went. 
Been and Palmer's Work 
the maximumsmur depth, has been disrus$ed by Palmer (1990). It i s m  importrllt 
objective to determine how far below the scour deformation extends and the form 
a.aociated with this deformation. 
Palmer (1990) examined the mechanics of smuring and potential forces due lo  
rubsmur disturbance dimtly from a pipeline design point of view. A dead wedgeof 
soil is sonrideredin fmot of the ice whth mover with the ice a. it scounsnd modifie 
the leading faraof the keel a ahown in Figure 2.7. Throe zones 01 deformation in tbc 
scour and aubecour region have been idetified. These mnu have been described as 
follows by P a l m  (1990): 
Zone 1 - "An uppermoat b n e  I, within wbich the soil is first carried up into 
the mound i n  fmnl of the ice, and thm ~ idwayo  into the berm" 
o r  lee 
Zone I 
zone 2 
zone 3 
Fiy rc  2.7: Zones of ice Smur Detomution (Afts P h r ,  1990). 
Zone 2 - "An intermediate Zone 2, in which the mil is ddormed plartically 
under the mound, but ultimately motinuea under theice; and" 
. Zooc 3 - "A lwrwt Zone 3, in which the soil psma unda theice, but ia subject 
to r t m r  transmitted from Zaoe 2.. 
As can be seen fmm Figure 2.7, the boundary betmen Zoo- 1 rod 2 is urily dis- 
tinguished but the boundary betwren Zans 2 and 3 is not so reldiiy ob-d. 
Pipeline response in each of these zones haa also b w  hypotbcaizd by Palmer 
(1990). A pipelie in Zone 1 would be lifted with the ehumiq  mound of roil in fmot 
of the ice keel. As the  amur pmgrslrd, the pipeline would be pulled through the mil 
bet- the pipeline and the ice until they were in direct m n t M  and, depending on 
the scouriny force, t h e  pipeline -Id libiy M. In Zone 2, t h e  soil beneath the ics 
ia pwhcd down to wmc extent, but it ia dao d r r d  forward or entrained with the 
ice mau. More than lildy, a pipline in this zone wuld be dramad with the mil ar 
well and udrl  form, bcndinj moments, sod mmpmive  faces would develop. The 
potential loadings would have to be analyned for each particular case. The pipeiinr 
in Zone 3 would experience very little, if any, soil movement hut  would experience 
additional loading fmm forces transmitted through the soil. Pipeline analysis inn each 
of these threezones has been prsenled by Palmer (1990) in which forcer tmn~mittcd 
thmugh the soil and bending and buckling strains of the  pipeline were considered. 
Howexr, ewn with this analysis, the quntian remains ;u to t h e  crtcnt of Zone 2 
with respect to diferent ice keel ahape., diRerenl soil properties, sod difcrcnt roil 
b P e .  
Been et al(1990a) looked a t  the failure mechanisms typically associated with ice 
scour and developed an energy-force model. Been et a1 (1990a) staled that most 
Beaufort Sea ice keels have a vny low angle to  the horizontal, typically Inr than 
30' and that the keel widths me large as compared to the  depths and that tlds znusl 
be coosidered in the analysis of scour. A dead wedge of soil is again conaidcrcd lo 
form in fmnt of the keel moving with the ice. Mathanatical models of ice rmur have 
usually been thought of a3 s combination of pasrive earth prosure failure ading in 
the horizontal direction and a bearing capacity failure acting in the vertical dircclion 
as show in Figure 2.8. However, the inclined plate ( reprent ing the iko keel) is not 
moving into the soil in a dimtion normal to the plale as in cases (a) and (b), hut 
is rather being displaced in a horizontal direction as shown in case lo). Bee" c t  rl 
(199Oa) thought that aerious ermra muld occur using this approximation plus the 
fact that the ice is continually moving and that rail mechanics thmrin are usudly 
only concerned with small displacrmcntr. For this reason, they developed s solution 
to the problem using plasticity theary. Results of the model a g r d  reasonably well 
with an observed Beaubrt Sea scour in that scovr depths matched reasonably well 
(and thus the uplift of the model) o m  a considerable portion of the scour length and 
over a change in water depth of approximately 6.5 m. Hawewr, further refinements 
and validations to the modei have to be made. 
2.7.2 Experimental Research 
Chari'o Tests 
Chari (1975) realized that verification of his derived analytical model could not 
lbc conducted in a laboratory (at I g) due to problem with geotechnicai modelling, 
namely $,he problems in waling the sediment size, density and strength. Howew, 
it, was felt that the roil ruistance on the model should be verified through a series 
of model tests. T h e  model tests were also designed to observe the mechanio d 
reollring during the modei/.oil interaction. The purpose of the experimental program 
wa. to rncarnre the pressures and farce. on the model during s naruring event and to 
obaecve soil displacements around the model. 
A towing tank was built which allowed the preparation of a testbed aa a *oil. 
water slurry settled while the tank was in a tilted position. By bringing the tank to 
nn upright position, a sloping testbed was achieved. The main model was constructed 
out of  plexiglsss, was rectangular prismatic in shape, and wap 23 cm wide, 45 cm long 
and '40 cm decp. Models of other rhapes were used to some extent and ail moddr 
~vcvere instrumented with pressure trsngducerr on the face and bottom. 
The model war driven into the aloping teatbed while measurements of towing 
forces and prearurer were recorded. These measured values agreed well with those 
vsluer calculated using the theorettai part of the analytical model if the force lost 
dlle to  sediment comprwian in front of the model ir taken into account. The primary 
mistance to the model motion war passive roil mistance in front of the model m d  
soil mo\*ment in front of and below the model occurred during the creation of the 
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Figure 2.8: Relationship Bdwee. Passive Prearum, Bearing Capacity and the Ico 
Scour Problem ( A l t o  Been et al, 1990a). 
increaser were remrded up to 1.5 m away by pressure transducers 
buried in the tetbed). Chari (1975) also concluded that pressure on the rides of 
the model added very little revislance to the m o m e n t  or the model and results 
also showed that varying the speed of scouring b d w m  0.11 and 0.35 m/s, did oat 
influence the sediment reistance to scouring. 
In t h e e  tests, some dercriptian o f a  failure pattern in front of the model is given 
as the tank had a plniglass wall. Failure rudaus were observed to originate a t  the 
toe of the iceberg model and ruo at  an angle of 25 to 30. to the horizontal towards 
the testbed surface. Failure surfaces were also observed up to 0.5 m in front of the 
model. A limaller net ofexperimenls was conducted in which layered bands of colored 
sand and clay were ncoured to  observe the soil movement. The w u l t s  showed that 
movements in the testbed occurred far ahead of the model. The renultr preenled 
also describe failure surf- which begin or exlend below the maximum scour depth 
but no indtation as to the mgnitudc of displacements is given. 
Green's Tnsts 
Green (1984) conducted physical model tesls in a aloping testbed of cohesionleu 
sand. The purpose of t h e e  experiments was to observe the pmcesl in dry sand, to 
investigate the effect of using different size models and keel shape, and to measure 
prnsurer and farce  on the model as well as on an instrumented model pipeline buried 
in the testbed. 
The tests were conducted in a concrete tank a t  Memorid University which is 6 rn 
wide, I4 m long, and appmximately 1 m deep. Spanning the tank is an eiedrically 
powered gantry to  which the models were attached. Six different iceberg models, of 
varying dm and ahape, were used in the teats. Pressure cells were mounted Bush 
to the model face and load cells were positioned to measurc horimntal force. The 
testbed w u  prepared by raking through thesoil and smoothing thcsurlace tocreaten 
surface with a slope 01 1535. A plexiglars model pipeline, inrtrumentcd wit11 prcssttre 
transducers was also rigidly mounted in the tertbed a t  predetermined distances >nd 
locations below the scouring model. 
The primary resiritaneon the model was developed thmugh passiveeartit pressure 
and lailure planes w m  observed to develop in front of the model. Soil mistnnm 
measured during the model test* war directly related to the width of the model bul 
a change in shape fmm s vertical front face to r sloping front lace increased soil 
resistance by as much as 35 %. The speed of the model did not affect thc forccl 
measured during t e t i y .  The pipeline pressure cells responded lo presrures when 
buried to a depth of 116 mm below the scour which was the deepest point m u u m l .  
The model pipeline war designed to be very rigid compared to the soil, lhereforc 
the t a t s  do not take into account possible diaplaeements of the pipeline with the 
surrounding soil. 
Prased's Testa 
Recommendations by O m n  (1984) suggested that further experimental analysis 
be conducted to analpe  the effect of the model keel .hap<. Prarad (1985) cxtcnded 
this work to study the influence of iceberg keel shape on seabed resistance while 
scouring into a sloping rand testbed. The experimental program also measured soil 
resistance acting on the model and pressure on the faceof the model. The six model 
shapes used in this series of experiments is shown in Figure 2.9. 
While the model was towed through the testbed, it wa. observed that failurn 
 lanes surfaced in front of the model and this pmcas  war aLo reflected in the model's 
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Fiyre 2.9: Model Shape. used by Prvad (After P r ~ d ,  1985). 
horizontal load plot (saw.toothed). The scour profile did not vary much from ntodel 
to model but the measured pmsures on the lace of the modcl and towing resirtnx~ces 
did. 
Pcarad (1985) concluded that soil rerirtancs on the model i n c r c~sd  with incrcw. 
ing mod4 fsce inclination, ho$verer, no mcaruremcntri of pressures or cli~plnrus~n~ts 
below the aeouring model were made. 
Ahdelnour's Tests 
&ladel tests o l  ice scour were conducted in  19i9 as part of an I\POA (Arctic 
Petroleorm Opcrator'r Association) project (Abdelnour et al. IBSI). The program 
eonrirted of 110 t u t  runs or scours in which the m i l  types, model kcel rlmpc, model 
scale, scour cut depth, and towing velocities were varied. The purpose o l  the tests 
wan to gather information oo the model resistance during ruot~risg, the prcbs~lrus 
generated in  the testhed, the pressures on the lace afthe model, and thc ~norpl~olngy 
of the scour and how the mul ts  varied with the parameters autlincd above. 
b ladd shapes consisted 01 an inverted pyramid (63- with the Ihorizontal) and 
rectangular prismatic shapes. The two rectangular models were 26 cm wide and 
52 cm aide. Prepared testbeds of roi l  consisted of rubmerged rand, silt, and clay. 
and scour cut deptharanged Immapproximately I to 30 cm (Abdclnoar and Graham. 
1984). 
Pressure cells and piezometen were placed in  the testbed to menrurc the roil 
response during the tests. Pressure transducers were located in the face a l  the tnodel 
and fmce blocks were incorporated in  the rnmunting frame for the modcl to measurc 
horizontal and vertical fortes. After the tests, the scour trcnch dcpths and scour 
profiles were measured. 
The results were analysed for geometrically similar models in the same roil t y p e  
and the findings prsented in dimensional and non-dimensional semi-empirical rela- 
ti~ndlips. Results of the testing pmgrsm yielded several results, one d which was 
that the scale factor used for the model did not alter the non-dlmmaionalized rnults 
to  any great extent. The results of thcae tests do not giw any indication of rubscour 
deformations, failures, or pressures. 
Dunwoody's Tests  
Another mod4 erpcrimental pmgram was undertaken as part of ao 
APOA project to  study the  pmceso of icelberm interaction (Dunwoaly a al. 1984). 
Tho main purposeafthis lest pmgram was toatudy the forces on and theuplift of the 
leading edge of the ice floe as it penetrated the berm. Variables during the 34 testa 
included vertical mistance of the model t o  ride-up, attack angle of the  model Lace, 
geonictry of the berm (slope), the buoyant specific weight of the soil, the internal 
angle of friclion of the roil, and the angle of friction betwen the soil and the ice. 
The 0.5 m wide model was mnstructed out d aluminum and the leading edge or 
face of the model could be nded fmm 30 to 105' to the harizootal. The slope of 
the berm was 5:l and war, built out of clean dry rand. Springs of varying diffness 
were used to vary the wrtical mistanceof the model touplift. Artificially roughened 
models ar, well as smooth models wereused to  observe the effect olthe angle of friction 
between the roil and the model. The mod4 was forced into the berm approximately 
90 rm by means of an dectrically p o d  hydraulic ram. 
Vertical movement of the m d e l  and horimntsl form were measured during each 
teal as a function of the penetration depth. Observations made during the  lerta 
indicalcd that the model would always experience both uplift and penetration la 
someexlent sr it encountered theslope of the berm. tltenniaunt ofride.sp dcpendit~g 
on the \,ertical resistance of the model (i.e. spring ~t i fhcsr) .  i\ mound of spoil wiu  
built up in front of the model as the lest pragressd and bibre  plaws were abscrrml 
to uplift in front of the model. The model lace angle a m  found to have so r.lfcrt us 
the no"-dimensionalized horizontal force and vertical deflmtioa exrcpt when lhc fnm 
of the model was inclind to 10B to the horizontal. But when litis nnglc ia greater 
than 90D, the model becomes more of a culling loo!. Again with this 1-t rcries. 280  
mention is made of any subscour disturbance. 
Golder  Aaaoeistes Ltd. Testa 
Golder Aarociatn carried out 16 small acale indenlor tests t o  pmvide inlormation 
on deformations around a scouring model and to provide input for the verification 
of analytical models (Been et al, IQQOb). The indentors were driven illlo rand and 
clay tentbeds into which small ball bearinp had been placed in order la memlatc 
displacements. f m r n  on the indentom were alw, meaaurcd during tcsting. 
As with earlier model teats in sand, failure planes were also observed in these 
tests and this was again reflected in the load records br the model. 'rhc 1-19 were 
highly repeatable and dead wrdgca of material in lmnt of the sloping indentors were 
observed. Calculated pressure m d  loads agreed well with memured valuer. 
These t-tr showed aubarour diaplacements hebw the indentor ia amall scale tcala 
in rand. In medium and dense sand, subscour disturbance extendcd to only about 
2 cm below theindentor while in the loosesand, disturbanus were observed to a depth 
of 1 sm. Theseobservations wereattributed t o  the lael that below the indentor in tho 
dense soil, dilation andstrain softening takes place while in the loare roil, contraction 
and shear strains are associated with the .muring. Clays were obremd to hehave 
similarly to loare rands but suhacour dirturbaneer were found lo be minimal. 
Rmn (1990) pruented two mechaoirm for the lailvre of soil during rcouriog 
and these are depicted in Fiyre  1.10. Tho fint mechanism involved the formation 
of rupture surf- due to  bearing capacity or pauive earth pressure bihre. The 
second mechanism occurred when an iceberg keel drags or entrains roil beneath the 
keel and thi. is referred to aa the shear dragging merhaniam. The movements below 
the scour in the Colder t e b  (Been et al, 1990b) are attributed to therhear dragging 
mwhanism because rupture surfaces were not observed below the leading edge of the 
indentor (Been, 1990). 
It was concluded that it i, importsot to determine the thiokners of the layn of 
the shear dragging zone and that the burial of a pipeline should be far enough out 
of this zone to ensure the safety of the pipdne. This zone will be deeper for very 
laore sands and in softer clays. In order for a rupture plane to extend below the toe 
or the indentor, there would have to be significant verticd mwment  of the indmtor 
or a change in soil strength. No detailed information an the baU bearing movements 
or suhrcour deformations is available because thew t a t  results have not been made 
public. 
Experimental program have been conducted a t  Mrmorial Univeraity'a smur tank 
facility in silt (Poornoshah ct d , 198'3) and in sand ( P w r w a h a b  and Clark. 1990; 
Poomorhab, 1990) in order to inveatigsk theice smut pmcns. In both experimental 
programs. the rmur war created by a rigid model and the ohswation and analysis 
of subscour disturbance and Mlure war a primary objective. 
Two te ta  were carried out in p v i t y  consolidated silt in the scour tank facility h 
Direct,.. I, 
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Figure 2.10: Potential Soil Failure Mechanisms During Smuring (After Been, 1990). 
which thc svernje strengthof the silt was measured to beapproximately 4 k R .  Pore 
pre$surc transducers were buried in the silt a t  ~ r i 0 u s  depths and horizontal distances 
oil  the lmur ccntcilinc. The aluminum mod4 war mmnted to the gantry apmning 
the tank through a mounting system which j a w  the model limited ability la pitch 
and heave through apringr while contmlling horizontal movement. Inrtrumentrtian 
was positioned to measure h a w  of the madd, m d  horizootal and vertical forca 
acting on the modei. 
The purpose ol  t h e e  experiments was lo measure and observe rubaurface d d m  
mations below the scoured tntbed, l o r n  by the dirplacment of horizontal layen 
of fine rand. r\lro, the pore pressure rerpoluc during scouring waa recorded u it 
was an indication of the depth to which $muring affected the teatbed. The ruriace 
morphology of the xour was also measured and w r d e d .  (Poomoahub et d, 1989). 
Two scour cut dep th  were used in the teals; the first a t  an average xour d v t h  of 
.I0 mm and the rerond a t  an avecag rimur depth of TO mm. 
Thenndel did not pmetratelhecbrsurlaceinTcrt 1, bul iathcrcrratedagraotr 
which caused a deformation d ruh layn~ to a dcpth of 0.2 m. This was observed by 
excavating the aroor after completing the tats.  Pore pressure reapanre war m u d  
up lo a considerable distance away frrrm the rmur. The model polelrated the t a t  
hod during Tcal2 m d  createda wour thmugh a procaa likened to that dabulldozer. 
Again subarour ddormationa wne noted (Pooroorbasb and Clark, 1QSO). 
Four model 1clW were conducted in rand to invertigate the e x t a t  and nugnitudc 
of the dirplxement fidd below the rcaur, to determine if the attack angle, model 
width. atd rand denaity affect the rcour pmcns, and to meuure the forces required 
to creak the scours. 
The testbed used In t h e s n d  t n t r  is depicted in Pigure2.11 m d  w u  constructed 
Fiure2.11: Experimental Tntbed Used by Paoroorhasb (After Poorwshnsb. 1990). 
by raining sand through s hopper. Load rellr and dirplacement markers were p i a d  
in the teotbed between sand raininp. The displacement markrn mnaisted of 112 
inch steel ball bearings, and lengths of solder laid across the rmur path at various 
depths. from there displacement marken, soil movements could be obtained. 
Four different configuratiano of the icehnj  modd were possible by varyiug the 
attack angle and width. The aluminum model was rigidly attached to the gantry in 
such r manner that the rmur cut depth was 75 mm. Pmsurr and load cells were 
located a t  various paritions on the model iceberg face and frame to mearurc face 
pressurn and horizontal and vertical forcer xt ing on the model. 
Data obtained during the testa revealed that the soil density significantly a k t n  
the amount of subasour deformation. In the loose sand, ddormations of the solder 
strands were observed to a depth 65 m below the scour while in the dense rand, 
deformations were restricted to  immediately below the scour (5 mm). Attack angle 
was also observed to aRect subsmur deformation. Very little subscour disturbance in 
both the loone and dense sand was d e b t e d  in the test which utilized a 30' attack 
angle as compared to  the other te ta  in which a ISD attack angle war used. 
2.8.2 Bearing Capacity Failure 
Generally, in the literature. three possible faihlrn are describd in discussions on 
bearing capacity lailure; punching shear failure, local shear failure, and general shcnr 
failure. Thene failure mechanisms are depicted in Figure 2.12. Punching shear biltlrc 
occurs when them is compaction of the roil beneath the foundation, nccompnnicd Ihy 
vertical shear around the edges of the foundation (Craig, 1981). During local ahear 
failure, the soil undergoes compaction in Zones I, if, and III (Bowles. 1977) and there 
is mly bulgingmdslight displacement a t  thesailrurface. Moat a l the  present bearing 
capacity theories depend on or are based upon the ca.e of gen la1 shear failure. In 
thin ease, the roil undergoes failure a. Zones iI and 111 are displaced by the wedge 
of roil in Zone I (Bowler, 1971) and there ir a noticeable bulging and aplilting of 
soil to the footing. All theories assume long, narrow footings bul il the 
foundation is rectangular in ~ h s p e  then aahapecormtion factor csn be incorporaled 
into calculations. Also, theorin often consider whether or not a foundation ir dcep 
or shallow. In order for the foundation to be considered shallow, then 
where B is the breadth of the foundation and Dr is the depthof the foundation abve 
the original surface of the noil. Bearing capacity theories which mold be conaidcred 
in the analysis of ice nmur are (a) Tenaghi'a (Modified Prandtl's) Theory, and (b) 
Meymchof'a Theory. These theoriep are depicted in Figure 2.13 where Q is the applied 
axid load and failure could occur if lhia applied load is greater than lhc bcaring 
capacity of the soil. Another theory. Prandtl'r Theory, can only bc solved lor special 
cases, thore d which are not directly applicable in this anslyris (Vlaic. 1973). In 
Tenqhi's Theory (Figure 2.13a), Zone 1 b an elastic zone, Zone 11 Is a radial shear 
Comments 
The physical m d a b  presented in this subsection were all u ~ d  in an attempt to 
study the ice scour pmcea9. The shape of rame of the models mny not be as applicable 
to  the pmcess ar others. According to Been et a1 (1990a), the angle of model keel 
should herhdlow with mpeet  to the horizontal; typiesliy Ins  than 30°. According to 
the rcnultr of some ol the tating program, it appears that the horizontal mistance 
of the la thed to scouring increaser with inereaaing inclination from the vertical of the 
front face of the model. Measurement of streger in the testbed below the scouring 
modcl revealed that stress increased with inclination fmm the vertical of the modd 
lace. Maximum rubs<our dirturbance. were observed in loose sands and softer clays 
especially when models with shallow attack angles (with r n p r t  to  the horizontal) 
were used. Therefore, the us. of s simple prismatic model probably would not yield 
n worse-me scenario. Some models did .at allow uplift or did not measure vertical 
forces acting on the model. Rnultr from hating hove shown that at some Inclination 
angle ol  the front face, the dominant Lrce on the model change8 from horizontal to 
vertical. This is importaot where bearing capacity failure of the roil might occur. 
2.8 Soil Failure Models 
2.8.1 General 
Exirtiog roil mechaniu theory can be used in an attempt to malyae roil failure 
associated with the ice rmur process. The geatechnical models and theories which 
midht be uaed in thia analysis srr hridy dacribed bdow. Generally, the process 
below and in front of an iceberg are likened to that of a beariog capacity failure md 
a paasive earth pressure failure respectively. 
zone, md Zone If1 in a Rankine passive zone (Das, 1985). In Aleyerhof's Theory 
(Figure 2.13b). Zone I in an elastic zone, Zone I1 is a radial shear zone, and Zone 
Ill is a wedge of roil, not under hilure, whore weight can be replaced by ptretrrj 
&long the equivalent free surface (Meyerhof, 1951). Terzagt.i'r theory ignores the 
rhearing strength 01 the overburden abaw Zone Ill and conaiders its weight simply 
% a rtrrcharge as shown in the figure. This method will yield conservative rerulta a. 
tile assumed failure mechanism is not like those which were observed during failure 
(Meyerhof, 1951). 
'brzagbi's equation lor bearing capacity, baaed on general shear failure, is given 
a (Tcrzaghi and Peek. 1967) 
in which c ir the cohesion oI the soil and N., N, and N, are bearing capacity factors. 
N. is the bearing capacity factor for cohesion. N. is the bearing capacity factor for 
the sarcharge, and N, is the bearing capacity factor accounting lor the sell wight of 
the soil. The bearing capadty laelom to be used in the Terzsghi equation are given 
by Vfsic (19i3) aa 
N. = (N, - I )  cot $, (2.3) 
N, = e''''tan2(tr + f+) ,  (2.4) 
in which d is the internal a n g l e d  friction of the soil. 
In the case o l a  rectangular, circular, or square footing, shape correction facton 
rnugt be applied to each term in the Terraghi equation. Csnections must dm be 
& I  Punchin( Shear F ~ t l u r e  
b l  Local Shear Failure 
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c l  Ceocral Sberr F ~ i l v r c  
Figure XI?: Mad- of Bearing Capacity in Sail (After Craig. 1987) 
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Figure 2.13: Terzagbi'g and Meyerhof'r Bearing Capwity Failure Theorie (After 
Mcynhof, 1951). 
made for the cnsc of eccentric and inclined loadin8 nml ICq. 2:' bcnrn~w (Pi;jic. 19i:I) 
in  which I., G, and (, are the rnpcctirrshnpe Inctorr ancl are I,? tl,c fulIo,~iag 
equatbns for a rectangular foundation (Vkic. 19i3) 
whereL is thelength ol the foundation and theothri t e rm  hnve nlrrarly bmn dcfinnl. 
(.;, (.. (,; are the respective inclination farton and are erprrssrd ihy ( V i i r .  I!liB] 
(2.10) 
c=c,..x 
.V. la. 4 (2.11) 
c7, = 11 - P p + s  Q + eB'L'col# 12.12) 
where P and Q are the horizontal and vertical components of the i r~ l incc l  load. IL' 
and B' are the effective length and cKective breadth of the foundation to lakc into 
account the eccentricity (e) o f  the load and are calculated (Vfric, l!>iS) from 
and 
L '  = L - 2 e ~ .  (2.141 
The exponent m is calculated fmm (VCsic, 1975) 
2 - C  (B IL )  
mB = 
I + I B I L I  
(2.15) 
when the inclination of the load is in the direction of the breadth of the foundation. 
illlll 
2 +(LIB) 
mL=- 
I + l L l E l  
(2.16) 
wl~cn the inclination ofthc load ir in the direction of the length of the foundation. 
The Trnnaghi Thmry pruented above war bared on the arsumptien of general 
shcar failare. Far the case of local shear failure, Tcmaghi's bearing capacity equation 
hceotnn (Dar, 1985) 
= dNXS., + ~ D J N & ( , ~  + ~TBIV;<,C,. (2.11) 
where 
cr = ic (2.18) 
and the modified bearing capacity factors N:, N;, and N: are calculated using Eq. 2.3, 
Eq. 2.1, and Eq. 2.5 hut 6 is auhatituted by 4 which is calculaled from 
yiclding 
Ni = (Ni - l )mt6 ' .  (2.20) 
N: = er'm'tan2(ar + 19,), (2.21) 
and 
I\: = 2(Ni + 1) tan 6. (2.22) 
bIryerhof(1963) conridered the bearing capacity of shallow foundations, bared on 
gcucrrl shear failure, and also suggested that various factors be included to  account 
for the depth of the foundation, to  ~ ~ o u n t  for the eaentridty of the load, and lo 
account for the indination of the load. The resulting formula is 
p =d.i.r,ciV. +d,iqsq7D1V. +id,i,s,~B'~, (2.231 
where d. d,, and d, are lhe respective depth factor?i. 5.. s, nnd r, arc tbc rcrpectirc 
shape factors, i,, i,, and i, are the rerpecttve inclination factors. B' is the cllvctirr 
foundation width loaeeount for the eccentricity of the load. D is the same ar Dr. and 
all olher hctors have been previously defined. The bearing cnpnctly factors N,. and 
N. are the same ar those presented in Eq. 2.3 amd Eq. ?..I but N, is erprcru.d by 
Sleynhof (1963) a. 
jv, = (,V* - l)te."(I.4~). (2.2.1) 
The shape factors are given by ((hleyerhof, 1963) 
and 
S, = S, = I +O.L:v.(B/L).(d > 10') (3.27) 
and the mrresponding depth factors are sugbested by Meycrhol(lD63) as 
and 
d, = d ,  = I + a . l f i ( ~ / B ) , ( ) >  10'). (2.:11) 
The inclination facterr are p-nted by Das (1985) as 
; - [I - OIP]' 
- 90' (2.33) 
i, = [I - c]' (2.34) 
wilere o ir the  angle of inclination of the load on the foundation and 4 ia the internal 
;~rtgie of friction of the soil. 
A fotlndstion whose bare is below the  watertable should be analyred for bearing 
capacity using thesubmerged unit weight olthe soil, ,', as opposed to using theunit 
weight, 7 (V&ie. 19733. In this case, Eq. 2.6, Eq. 2.17, and Eq. 2.23 become 
2.8.3 Passive Earth Pressure Failure 
The rnii movement in front of a horizontally moving ice keel can be analyred 
using existing passive earth pressure theories developed for retain~ng walla. If, a t  
some moment in lime, the keel is considered a retaining wall at rest, then the forcer 
required to initiate successive earth pressure failure in the soil in kont of the wail 
c a t  be calculated. Small strains in front of the retaining wall yield an elartis action 
is the soil. Larger strains result in constrained plaatic flow. If the wail continue to 
rrnovo, unrestricted plastic flow will occur just prior to collapse load. This collapse 
load will be the passive earth prrssurr failure (Chen and Scawthom, 1970). 
The two claasiral solutions br passive earth preaaure problems are the Rankine's 
solution and the Coulomb's solution. The Rankine failure su~face for pardve earth 
Figure 2.11: Rsnkine Earth Prelsure Parrive Faiiurc Surface (Alter Cmig, 1987). 
pressure is presented in Figure 2.14. The passive lorce, P,, per tunit width 01 wall is 
given by (Dar, 1985) 
P, = ~ K , ~ H '  (2.:%8) 
where H is the height 01 the retaining wail and 
lor cohesionless roil. 
However, this is lor a retainhg wall without friction who" in lac1 retaining walls 
have friction and the lailure surlace is a curve near the battom ol the retaining wall 
(Craig, 1987) as ahown in Figure 2.15. Coulomb's theory taker wall friction into 
Figure 2.15: Passive Earth Pressure Failure in Fmnt of Retaining Wall With Friction 
(After Craig. 1987). 
xcount but assumes a plane failure 9urIace as shown in Figure 2.16. The equation 
for P, is the same a. prnenld  in Eq. 2.31 but now I(, is given by 
Kp = m92(m + e) 
coa28car(6 - #)[I - , $ ~ ~ ~ ~ J l ' '  (2.40) 
'l'lte terms d, 0. 6, and o in the equation are defined in Figun 2.16. Coulomb's 
solution therefore ovcrertimiter the total paolive resistance of the mil mas8 due b 
the as~lumptian that  the failure surface from the toe of *retaining wall to thesurface 
of the roil is planar. This solution is considered an upper bound solution t o  the 
true cdlapse load (Craig, 1987). When 6 in i q e  (greater than $19, erron using 
Caulamb'a a iu t ion s n  large, as great s 30 % (Terzqhi and Peck, 1967). 
in .eality. the failure surlxe of a passive earth preuure failure will not have r 
planar surfare but will be m d  as shown in Figure 2.17. The c u d  lower portion 
of the failure surface it assumed lo be the arc of a logarithmic spiral (Termghi and 
Peck, 1967). This arc eventually meets the straight Rankine failure surface as nhowo 
Figure 2.16: Coulomb's Aaaumed Pmaive Earlh Prerure Failure (Aftcr Das. 1985). 
Figure 2.17: Tcrzaghi and Peck's Asrumed Failure Surface for Parrive Earth Prnaure 
I'ailure (After Daa. 1985). 
in the figure. Tho method of analysis consists of evaluating several failure rurlacea 
for the plnnive mistance and ssruming that passive fsilure occur* along the surface 
of least rrriatance. This method is referred to here ae the Terzaghl and Pwk Log 
Spiral Analyria hu: it has also been referred to as the  Trial Wedge ProeRiure (Dm, 
1985). 
Shields and Tolunay (1913) impmved Tenaghi aod Prdr's Log Spiral Analysis 
by cnlcalatlng the puaive earth pressure using the method of slicer. This method is 
similar lo the logarithmic spiral method, hul the determination of the failuresurface 
yielding the Icmt pa.sive rnirtance ir not required. Detaila of the derivation of the 
t~lalueo of ti, are not given here hut ran be found in the  above reference. Values of 
KO for a retaining wall with a rertical back (0  = 0). n horizontal gmtrnd sari.ve, and 
a caherionless backfill material are given in Table 2.2. The ph-sivc cnrlh lrrnrure is 
then determined from (Shields and Tolunay, 1973) 
where all terms have been pre~iourly defined. 
Table 2.2: Shields and Tolunay's Valuer 
for Kp (After Shields and Tolunay. 1973) 
Harrison (1872) conducted research into the brccs required to lrnrbalalc a risgl~b 
plate grouser, without rotation, into dilIererent typn of rail. Such a grouPcr is rlmwn 
in Figure 2.18. The soil between the plate a1 the gmuser is considcrud to be a dead 
zone, moving with the  gmurer. Therefore, the angle of  fridion bclwecn thc grouser 
and the roil i s  the internal angle of friction of the soil. The failum/ruptarc pallern 
postulated by H~rrison (1972) io shown in Figure 2.19. It is arnurned that the fsilurc 
rurface [B.Cl is parallel to the direction of the movement of the plate grouser. The 
wedge 1A.B-C] move in the same direction as (A.B] and the failure plane is along 
[A-C] making the required angle with [B-C]. The rupture rurlscc il a logarithmic 
spiral [A-C-Dl connected to s Rankine paiasiveronc. The interfaceat [A-C] md [A.BI 
is trratcd u a retuning wall with 6 4  (perfectly mugh surface). E x s t  details of the 
lr>ethod of calculating the required prniiurer to fail the roil are not presented here 
hut are blly explained in Harrison (1972). 
Grouser 
Fiym 2.18: Forceaon a Plate-Grouser at Crilicd Equilibrium (After Huriaon, 1972). 
Fig~re 2.19: Soil Failure Produced by a PlatoCrouser (After Harrison, 1912). 
Chapter 3 
Experimental Scope and 
Objectives 
3.1 Scope of the Experiments 
The safe implementation of w b ~ a  lacilitics such M pipclinn or cables in a 
caid ocean environment, requires knowledge on how cleep they rllouid be buried or 
trenched s they are protected from ice r c o v  It a not rumdent Lo bury thcm jarst 
belaw the maximum scour cut depth predicted by a statistical approach. Potcnlial roil 
movements and pressures below thescours must be taken into account and evaluated. 
An actual ice reour taking place is a difficult event to abscrve and would nal 
reveal much information about the process taking place under the ice keel. Tbe 
phenameoological studies indicate the magnitude of the problem and can bc ,tried 
to determine pmbabilitie~ of a certain area being scoured. There rtudim also give 
u. ideas about protecting suhres inrtallaliona. Since actual scours are difficult lo 
ab~erve, similar events have been studied. The study ol relict scours ha nveslcd 
dirplacemrnls and potential failure mechanism below the scours. Observations of 
small scale scouring on tidal Ants has done the rame. Analytical model. and thmricl 
hsve been developed in the study of icescouling in order to predict depths and longlhr 
orscaum and to define the roil failurc mechanisms and rubsraur faices associated with 
rrollr. ~fow~ver ,  there models and thmrie  murt be validated or calibrated by some 
l"C*"I 
Scrral sets of physical madcl t e t ~  have been conducted in order to study ice 
scouring ar were presented in Chapter 2. T h e e  Let programs were conducted in 
an attempt to observe and monitor a scouring event under con'rolled ronditiona. In 
most casen, during the testing program, forcer on the models were recorded, but no 
rncanurements were made of rubrcour displacements and p m s u m .  T h e e  rubrcour 
dinplacernmts may be the determining fsclar in pipeline design: axial farces and 
bending moments generated in the pipeline through movement with the soil might 
be the limiting rlerign factor in the calculation of pipeline burial depths. Therefore, 
it ir extremely important that the zone of indumce below a swur be identified. The 
tests done as a part of this theris work are acontinuation of the sand testa conducted 
by C-CORE at  Memorial University (Poomoohasb, 1990), in which the mesaurement 
or subscour displacements was a primary objective. 
There are pmblcms in modelling soil/iceberg interaction in thelaboratory because 
all o l  the laws of similitude cannot be followed. Some of these problem arrive fmm 
trying to scale sediment grain size, density, and shear strength and consequently t h e e  
properties could not be scaled properly. Therefore, the raultr of this experimental 
prosram cannot be scaled up to a pmtotypc evmt; however, by observing the swur 
praresr s t  this smaller scale, the obrervatioas and measurements giw further insight 
ikto the full scale procar and r w d  trends and pac&meten which are useful. 
The four l e t s  were conducted wing the same iceberg model geometry in order 
to examine the repeatability of the procr.s. TLe lad  two tests were conducted in a 
submerged testbed so that the nsults from dry and submerged tests could be corn- 
pared. The sand te5tbed was prepared at n low rclnti\~dcnrity bccaxw Poomodlarb 
and Clark (1990) as well ar Been et a1 (1990b) reported the grcatcsl suhsruur clis- 
placements in lome sand. Poorooshaab and Clark (19901. Crcctl (188.1). and I'r=u;nd 
(1985) all changes in measured forces, preroares, atd displnccn~r.t~t% rr3altisg 
Irom a change in model keel geometry. From 1hc.r rcrullr, it was clcridrd to n 
model k e l  with a small attach angle hecause this should yield the greatest ~ul,rraur 
displacements. 
3.2 Experimental Objectives 
The experimental objectives outlined a t  the beginning of this expcrin?erttaI pro- 
gram were as follows: 
. to measure displacement. in the .oil below the .rollred .,lrracc: 
. to measure the stress response in the roil below the rcaurit>g model; 
. to measure the pore pressure response in the soil beneath the scouring moclcl: 
to measure the horizontal forces acting on the model; 
. to measure the vertical forces acting on the model; 
. to measure the prcnum acting on the race of the model; 
to measure the post scour profile; 
to measure soil density changes across the scour profile, md 
to compare the results Lorn the dry tests to those of the aubmergd tests. 
The results of the experimcotal program are presented in Chapter 6. 
Chapter 4 
Experimental Facilities 2nd 
Equipment 
4.1 Scour Tank 
4.1.1 The Tank 
The tank used for thee  tests war the ice scour research tank at htemorial Ilniver. 
rity, which was thesame tank used by Green (1Y84), P~aaad (i985), and Peoroorhasb 
(i9SQ). The watertight tank ir approximately 14 m long, 6 m wide. and 1.1 m deep 
and issubdivided into twosmaller tanks by. m l e r  wall aa shown in Fiyre4.1. The 
tank uard for this aperimmtal program war the tank n e w 1  to  the facility entrance, 
termed the sand scour tank (a opposed to thcsill scour lankon theother ride). Alw 
shown in Figure 4.1 is the coordinate convention used during Ihe experiments. The 
scour tests proceeded in a negative Y-direction. The figure also shows pipes on the 
ROOF of the tank which were connected to an exterior faucet. These pipeg were fall of 
small lroler aod wrapped in g d n t i l e  so the sand could not plug the hole. Floodiog 
and drainage of the tank took place through thew pipes. Duping drainage, the ex- 
terior water supply was disconneded and the tank allowed ta drain through gravity 
f o r m  into a rump located outride lhe tank. 
Fi* 4.1: Ice Scour h a d  Tank. Memorial University (After G m n .  1984). 
4.1.2 The Gantry 
Spanmng the scour tank was a rnovinb gantry (also shown in Figurel.1) that ran 
an tracks baited to tho tops of the lwo extreme tank walls. The gantry is ballasted 
in order to ~rovide a rcrirtance lo overturning when forcer on thc gantry become 
largc. Thc rectangular beam compriring the gantry also provide a base to which the 
iceberg models, sand raining hopper system, working platform, and a 3-dimensional 
poiuter syrtem could be mounted. Thcse piece. ofequipment will be decribed later. 
The gantry is driven by a 7.5 H.P., variable speed. electric motor capable of 
constant towing npcedr ranging from 0.06 to 0.30 m/s. Movement of the gantry is 
controlled hy a spring loaded switch mnnected to the motor by means of an e l ~ l r i c a l  
cable so the switch can be moved around the working platform. Limit switch- a t  
the ends of the trawl extremes ensure that the gantry does not go 06 the ends of 
the tank. The gantry's pwition war continuously recorded by means of the data  
.wquisition system. 
4.1.3 The Sand Raining Hopper System 
Connected to the front of the bantry was an aluminum, rand raining hopper used 
to prcpsre the experimental testbed. The hopper was filled by hand from the hopper 
filling platform located at the end of the  tank. This hopper war operated from the 
%antry working platform and was opened and closed by means of a lever system. The 
hopper could be raised, lowered, and levelled by means of winchpi and wire cables 
attached to thebantry. Two long square-section bars kept the sway of Ihe hopper to 
a minimum and a h  prevented contad with the sides of the tank. The *and raining 
hopper system is shown in Figure 4.2. 
Figure 4.2: Sand Raining Hopper System, Frontal View. 
4.1.4 Working Platforms 
,I working platfarm war needed between the rectangular beams of the gantry to 
operate thc hoppcr rystem. to place and retrieve tnlbed instruments. and to take 
nlcasurcmcnlr with the 3-dimensional pointer system. The platfonn consisted of a 
:IxlE-lnch plank. 2.9 m ~n length, which rested upon two short end planks as w a  
shown in Figure .I.I. The end planks were eonnectd to the main gantry beam by 
mcnnn of i rope and pullcy system thereby allowing the working platform to be raised 
<r lowered lo a mnvenicnt or comfortable working height. A hopper filling platform 
was a b  conrtructed in the forward md of the tank so that the hopper could be 
loaded or ils height adjusted (see Figure 4.1). 
4.2 Experimental Testbed 
4.2.1 Experimental Testbed Soil 
The expcrimcnlal testbed war made up of 6 to 1 m3 of clean, dry silica rand 
(type 0) which war commercially available from Nova Scotia Sand and Gravel. This 
replaced the sand uaed by Green (1984) and Prarad (1985) due to  the amount of Ane 
~pnrlirlcs preset in the earlier sand. The teatbedr wm pr-d by raining the sand 
from about 2 to I0 crn above the rand rurface. As aresult of this procedure, the dust 
level would have been too high using the older sand. Sand is easier to handle than 
other soils and ia also a material whish is commonly found lo offahore envimments. 
Therebre, it war decided to use this tetbed material for the experimental program. 
Properties d this rand were determined and are p-nted in Table 4.1. The grain 
size analyrir is prclented in Figure 4.3. 
The angle of friction betw- the model (aluminum) and the sand a t  its deaind 
Table 4.1: Soil Propertie. 
Sand Type : Type 0 Silica Sand 
Experimental Denrity. p.., : 1361.8 kg/m5 f ?..I% 
blaximum Grain Size : I.?mm 
Effective Grain Size, Dl@ : 0.325 mm 
Coefficient of Uniformity, C. : 1.662 
Coelllcient of Curvature, C, : 1.151 
Experimental Unit Weight, 7 . ~ ~  : 18.36 kN/n13 * ?..I% 
Minimum Dry Unit Weight, U.M" : 13.,16 kN/m3 
h l ~ ~ i m u m  Dry Unit Weight. : I5.iO k N / d  
blinimum Dry Density, pa-& : 1:liJ k g / d  
Maximum Dry Density, pd.,. : 1610 kg/m3 
Density Index of Testbed, lo : -5.41 %* 2.1% 
Internal Angle or Friction at his, b., : 3S0 
Soil-Model Friction Angle. 6 : 23O 
Madmum Void Ratio, em. : 0.923 
Minimum Void Ratio, cd. : 0.640 
Water Content of Air-Dried Sand. w., : 0% 
Figure 4.3: Grain Size Analysis of the Sand Used in the Experimental Pmpm.  
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density ( 0 % relative density) was determined by shearing srnlpier of the mnd against 
a block cut from the same type of alumin~lm as that t u r d  in lhc ronstraetion uf tilr. 
model. This angie of friction is also present4 in Tnblc 1.1. 
4.2.2 Testbed Instrumentation 
Several pieces of inrtrumenlstion were placed in Lhe prcpared lcr lhd ill <order 
lo measure pore pressures, rtresaes, and displacements. Tho precise location of carla 
piece of instrumentation could be remrded using the 3-dimensional pointer and darn 
acquisition systems. All electronic instrumentation was calibrated prior to the start 
of the tating program and the calibration8 and chararterirlics of  thir cquiptaet!t ;,re 
given in Appendix A. 
Pore pressures in the mil during the rubmerged tests were mcasarcd ~ s i i ~  s ~ x  
Druck pore pressure transducers (PPT's). Four 01 the culia had u mnse of U to 
35 kPa while the other two had a range of 0 to 105 kPa. There lranrduccrn wcrc 
powered by 5 v and bolh supply and output signal were monitored during luting. 
Total stresses in the soil were measured using two waterpmol lard <ells (TSC'.). 
There ceih were manufactured at rllemorial University and consist of i iaw-pmfile 
machined cylinder, the inside of which was strain gauged. The TSC output wn. 
amplified thmugh a 10-channel amplifier before it to the data acquisition 
system. The amplifier also supplied the LO v input to the TSC's. 
One type of d b p l a c e m t  markcr used war 1 /2 inch diameter, rtainlrs. stoel hall 
bearings, engrsved with identification numbers. There hail bearings were buried 
in the testbed and thdr  movements in the soil messured to yield diaplacementa. 
Also placed in the tn tbed wen solder strands, 1 mm in diameter. This solder was 
very pliabk and il wvr rssvmed that i t  w d d  deform rntha easily in the tntbed, 
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Figure 4.I: The Iceberg Nodel. 
indicating movemcn6. The last item8 placed in the testbed (submerged test%) were 
3paghetti strands. Spaghetti hecamen soft when expored to moisture and it war 
arsumed that the strands would also dcbrm in the ter tbd yielding information on 
wtl di~placementr. 
4.3 Model Iceberg 
4.3.1 The Model Iceberg 
Thc model iceberg consisted of a steel frame constructed out of square hollow 
tuhiug to which 112 inch aluminum platea were bolted. The frame and mmpleted 
model are rhown in Figure 4.4. The model was 0.43 m wide, 1.2 m long, aod had an 
atlack angle of 15*. Bdts which were u r d  to assemble the model wcm countnsunk 
into the aluminum plate and all cemaining holes and small cracks were fiM with a 
metal bodyfillererand nandedsmwth. The cracks and reamson the inrideofthe model 
were raulkd with waterpmol caulking to prevent leakage into the model during the 
lubmclged tcstr. 
The model wnr mnnecled to the gaotry by meana of the aluminurnmounting frame 
shown in Figure 4.5. The swing plate connected to the bottom of the aluminum frame 
allowed slight forward and reverse motion of the model in the Y-dtection. The lap 
mnountig brackets were set so that when the iceberg model war mounted, it would 
be the correct distance above the floor 01 the tank. The aluminum mounting kame 
wnr in turn rigidly bolted to the gantry beams by means of two L-ahaped sections 
as rhown in Figure 4.5. The.= Lshaped sections were only in place during the t n t r  
and were removed when the icebng war moved.  
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Piyre 4.5: Model Iceberg Mounting Frame. 
4.3.2 Instrumentation on the Model 
T h m  main pieces 01 inatrummtation were attached to the model iceberg to mea. 
sure various panmetera. T h n e  instruments were all calibrated prior to  the start of 
the testing program. Calibration. and a full description of the inrtrumentatioo is 
given in Appcndix A. 
The iceberg model was connected to the aluminum mounting frame by four beam 
load cella (BLCh) as shown in Figure 4.6. T h e e  load allr wrre used to measure 
vertical forces acting ao each of the frame struts of the model. The BLC'r were free 
to rotate about the axis of the connecting pins through the sway plate and thedore  
the model was able to  move slightly hack and fmth as was mentioned earlier. T h n e  
beam load cellr operated olf of 5 v supplied by the data  acquiaitian system to which 
the ontput lrom the cells was also connected. 
Two load cells were used to mEssuce the horizontal forces acting on the model. 
'There horizontal load cells (HLC's) were poritioned as shown in F b r e  4.7. her- 
and dccre- in the horizontal force acting on the model could thus be messured 
because of the movement of the sway plate. T h e e  load d l 3  tended to drifi and had 
to be zemed and gmundcd befare the start of mach t n t .  Amplifiers were r e q u i d  for 
thew cells and were positioned directly on the  aluminum mounting kame. Output 
from the load .dl amplifiers ran directly into the data acquisition system. 
Pressures an the model iceberg face were mcarured by meam of five (four for the 
last two teats) face pressure cellr (FPC'r). These eelir were pwltioned on the fa= 
of the model as shown in F i y r e  4.8. The FPC's were threaded and screwed Into 
threaded holea cut in the aluminum plates. The transducers were mounted Bush on 
the model face m d  small clearances between the alllminum plates and the p r e ~ u r e  
cells filled with metal bodyfiller and sanded smooth. The part of the pleasure d l  
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Fiyre 4.6: Beam Load Cell Cannetion. 
Pigure 4.7: Horimntal Load Cell Connection. 
inide the model was completely watnproofed to prevent water fmm ahorting out the 
instrumenlation. The power aupplier/amplifiers for thee prauure cells wn placed 
in the iceberg itself and the output was dimted to the data xquisitioo system. 
4.4 3-Dimensional Pointer System 
A 3-dimensional point- vatem w~ used in order to meaaure the position of 
instrumentation and other tent featuru in the tank. The ranges of the lyrtem w m  
from -0.8 to 0.8 m in the X-direction. 3.5 to 10.3 m in the Y.direction, and 0.0 to 
0.55 m in the Zdiwtion. 
The actual pdnter was a 1.5 m long (112 inch diameter) hrau rod which had 
been marhind to .point at one end and had a hole drilled in the dher end so that a 
linear position transducer could be attached. A steppn motor mechanism r a i d  and 
f n l l ~ e t i a n  Line 
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Figure 4.8: Face Pressure Cell Locations 
lowcmd the pointer md. A linear position transducer was mounted directly over and 
mnnected to  the top of the rod. This entire system war mounted an a small truck 
which moved in the Y-direction and in shown in Figure 1.9. 
The small truck described above ran on rails attached to the pointer system 
gantry which ir shown in Figure 1.10. The small truck pmpelled itself along the 
pointer ayatem gantry by meana of the alepper motor mounted on the truck. The 
pointer system gantry ran on raiL bolted to the tank gantry and was propelled by 
a stepper motor as well. This setup is also seen in the figure. The step rize of the 
stepper moton was set to asmaii enough setting to allow accurate positioning of the 
pointer. 
The rtcpper motors were controlled by a stepper motor mntroller connected to 
3 mof  cable so that it could be mwed eariiy aroundon thegantry working platform. 
The speed of the stepper motors couid be adjusted as desired through the stepper 
motor contmlier. 
The pointer system was annetled to linear position tranadusers in the X, Y, and 
2-directions. Detsib of the transducers ue given in Appendix A. T h u e  position 
lranrducfrr were supplied with 5 v which war monitored at all t imn because full 
scale output was equal to input. The output from the transducers wsa mnnected 
to the dala acquisition system which is described in the o e a  section. The painter 
system was calibrated with rerped to the tank coordinate system. A QuiekBaric 
program could then convert output voltages from the tranadunn into an X, Y, 
and Z.coordinate aod display these value. on a computer screen. Therefore, a t  any 
lime, the position of the pointer in the tank could be determined by executing the 
QuickBaric program. 
Transducer 
Figure 4.9: Pointer Sptem Truck. 
Firure 4.10: Pointer System Gantry, Plan View. 
4.5 Data Acquisition System 
The data acquisition rystem consisted of a COMPAQ 111 portable computer. a 
Metrsbyte DAS-8 armlog to digital converter. and two Metrabyte EXP-I6 multiplex. 
ers. A Hewlett Pachrd power supply ma u x d  to pmvide 5 v to those inatrumcntr 
~ e ~ u i r i o g  input wltage. The data acguiaition system equipment is described in Ap. 
pendix A. 
The data acquisition r y s m  was located outside oflhe mom metahing the scour 
lank, hut a computer monitor w a  also located on the gantry. By bringing the 
keyboard to  the gantry working platform by meaor of an enlension mrd, the data 
acquisition system could be operated fmm inside the tank and the outpul monitowd 
an the gantry mounted ncrea. As much of the equipment sr poraible wa. kept ouhide 
of the tank to  prevent dust and dirt from contaminating the quipmenl. The data 
acquisition system and electrical instrumentation used in the experiments is outlined 
in Figure 4.11. 
The data acquisition system had three primary funstioor during the experimrntal 
program. A mmputer pmgrsm w u  used that allowed the system to act u a wltmetcr. 
displaying the  output w l t a g ~  of instrumentation on the computer screen. This 
program w a  useful during calibrations. The snond function of the r y r t m  war to 
dirplay sod/or r-d the  ~ a i t i o o  l tbe pointer. When this program r u  used, the 
pointer rystem pmitbn could hedirpiayed or i t  could be digplayed and aimullmeusly 
recorded to a file, the mwuremmt comespending lo a mearurrmeot number. Thia 
program was extenakely uaed to meuurc and record the locationr of diiplacemml 
marks8 and testbed instrumentation. The Rnd arquiaitbn program wra used to 
remrd the r e p o m e  of the electrical iortrumentation and equipment during a 1 s t .  
Figure 4.1 1: Electrical Inatrumentation Layout. 
In this mode. the system would acquire all the necessary channels of data atld write 
this data to E file. 
4.6 Miscellaneous Equipment 
Several pieces of mircellaneous equipment wcie awd during tlnc course sf this 
experimental program and are described briefly below. 
A vacuum system was used lopreparea Aal tatbed surface hy slroving tlteaurface 
of theasnd. This ryrlem is shown in  Figure 4.U. The vertical rigid >.acuam pipc w a  
clamped to the pointer system gantry by means of n mounting brackel and clntnps. 
These clamps allowed the desired shaving height to be set. The rigid pipe war i n  
turn mnnected to  a commercially available vacuum system. located onrlride the tank. 
by means of a flexible hose. This ryatem could shave a maximum 01 2 cm of sand 
per pass of lhe vacuum. Because the rigid pipe was connected to the pointer ryslcm 
gantry which was i n  turn connected la  the main gantry, the vacunm could be moved 
in  two directions allowing almmt the entire to lbed surface to be shaved. 
h Soiltest nuclear denritometer wau used to  measure the density o l  tho totbed 
inside andautgideof thesmur during the fin1 two tests. In the larl two tn ls .  a hand- 
held penelrometer war used in  an attempt to measure change. in the penclralion 
resistance of the sand. Density cups which could hold approximately IxlO'* ma of 
sand were used to take density samples of the sand being rained from the hopper 
system. A 6-inch grain auger was used to move rand around the tank or t o  fill rand 
bags when necessary. A hand-held metal detector war used lo  locale instrumentation 
i n  the tertbcd. 
Figure 4.12: Vacuum Shaving Systun 
Chapter 5 
Experimental Procedure 
5.1 Preparation of the Sand Testbed 
5.1.1 Dry Tests 
The hopper system was used lo build-up the testbed, layer by layer, by the smd 
raining method, to  the dimension3 shown in Figure 5.1. The completed hcidltl of tho 
testbed w a  0.40 m and the lenglh wan 4 to 5 m. The denrity of the rand could be mn- 
tmlled by varying the drop height of the rand and the trmsvemeaped a l  the hopper. 
Alter some experimentation, it was concluded that in ordcr to obtain the minimum 
relative density, the  rand should be dropped Imm a minimum height (n 4 cm) and 
the speed adjusted so that a lull hopper of sand was laid over approximately 5 m of 
the tank. At this height and speed, the sand waa practically slumped into position. 
Density measurement, for verification were taken thmughoul each test by placing an 
empty denrity cup an the teatbed and allowing it to be filled with rained sand. The 
cup waa then picked up, the ouecflowing sand carefully removed, and the void in the 
testbed filled with sand slumped from a beaker. The denrity of the sand in the cup 
could then be calculated a, the volvme of the cup was known. Demity mmureriwntr 
and the positions of t h e  meaauremenls are giwn in Appendix B. Average densitioa 
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Figure 5.1: Completed Tatbed Dimensions. 
lor ail four t a t s  are givm in Tabic 5.1. 
Table 5.1: Teatbed Deoaitiea 
The basic procedure lor the preparation of the teatbed is hr idy outlined hen. 
The tank was empty to begin with and the four density cups m e  placed on the Boor. 
The hopper was adjwtedso chat it waa approximately 4 cmabave the h r  mddeuel. 
The hopper was then filled with nand. One person would mwe to the gantry workins 
platform to open and clone the hopper whileanother p a o n  weld operate thcgmtry. 
The gantry would start at the Y=1.5 m cwrdinatc and at Y=4A m, the hoppa w* 
opened unti l  a l l  of the sand ran out, st about Y=9.5 nj. The hopper is shown i t )  
Figure 5.2. One run with the hopper produced a 1.5 to ?.O em layer of sand. The 
gantry was then driven back to its starting position, the Iloppcr dosed. and ikr Ineight 
raised approximately 2 cm. The process was then repented. I t  would ss~mlly take 
two runs with the hopper to fill the density cup3 ro that they could he picked up. 
Certain instrumentation had to be placed in  the terlbed as i t  wnr built np layer 
by layer. In order to ensure a Rat surface on which to place this instrumentation, 
the surface of the testbed wa. shaved fiat at desired height8 and lorationr using tile 
vacuum system. Figure 5.3 shows the shaving edge of the mcuum system in the 
pro. -3 of shaving tbc testbed. This procepr took considerable time. somctimrg an 
entire day. Once the surface war prepared, the inrtrumentation could ha put into 
position, and this position recorded. 
The first instrumentation to go into the testbed were the 112 inch cngravcd. 
metal ball bearings. The bail hearings were placed on two X-7, planes; ono lacn~cd 
at Y=5.5 m and the other located at Y=7.5 m. The locations of the balls plncd on 
one of these planes are shown i n  Figure 5.4. The balk were put in  position by f i r d  
bringing the pointer to that position and then placing the ball under tho pointer, .w 
close to centered as pos?iible. A correctd measurement of the balls position could 
then be made by moving the pointer so that i t  just touched the apex of tho hall 
beacing as shown i n  Figure 5.5. These measurements could be out +I mm due to 
inaccuracies i n  lining up the pointer to the apex oI the bail. Although the pssilions 
were recorded to a file ueing the data acquisition program, all data was brvkcd up 
manually in  the evcnt of s system crash. The I.D. number or each ball was aim 
recorded along with its po.ition. These balls would move with the soil and thoir 
past-scour positions could he found and rrcoided yielding digpiacementr and giving 
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Figure 5.k Bdl Bearing Locations, X-Z Plane. 
information about the movannt of the amd around and beneath the scouring model. 
The next item to go into the trrtbcd m e  horizontally hid .old= strands, paoi- 
lioned asshown in Figure 5.6. Theatrmda were laid perpendicular to the impeoding 
scour track as shown in Figure 5.7. The pointer system was then moved along the 
length of the sold- m d  a mcaurment of its position t a k a  every 5 to 10 m. These 
solder atrmds would move as the sand moved md  would give information about 
movement of the soil beneath the muring model. 
The Anal instrumentation to go into the dry tertbed were the total strrrr cells. 
Them rn positioned as ahown in Figure 5.8. The); wm put into place in the same 
manner as the ball bearing, and the elctrieal cable ron dimtly out to the aid" of 
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Fiy re  5.6: Solder Strand Locations, X-Z Plane. 
the tank where it war taped to the side of the tank hefare proceeding out to the 
amplifier. The positions of the total a tms sells were recorded. 
Subrquent to the placement of instrumentation, a new layer of sand war laid. 
An exreption to this war at the surface (7~0.40 m) of the tatbed w h m  a layer 
of bail bearings wsr placed on the surface ar shown in Figure 5.9. A plan view 
of the inrtrumentation in the completed tatbed ia shown in F iy re  5.10. Tutbed 
preparation time war typically 5 Lo 7 days. 
5.1.2 Submerged Tests 
The logiatiea involved in the preparation of the aobmaged tatbedr wne mmc 
complex. In t hee  terta, six pore pmaure trsnaducera had to be positioned la shown 
in Figure5.11. Other than the addition of theporepmsure tramducen, the testbed 
inatrumentation and diiplaement marks remained the m e  .s for the dry tests. 
The pore pressure transducers had to be put into position unde. water because of 
Fiym 5.7: Solder Strand in Position. 
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P i y r e  5.11: Pore Pressure Transducer Locations. 
the saturated porous stones of the tmnrdum. Therefore, it wa. not possible to put 
all of the instrumentation into place and Aood the tank. Denrity mearurcments were 
a h  taken during the preparation of the lubmerged testbeds and these d u e s  are 
shown in Table 5.1. 
During preparation for the first submerged test, the tertbed was prepared in a 
dry state up to the  height where the first PPT war to  be placed (2=0.30 m). Planks 
were placed d the  ends d the testbed ta prevent washing away of the tertbed due to  
water disturbance. The tertbcd was then flooded through the pipea on the bottom 
of the tank until approximately 2 cm of water covered the PPT location. The water 
used in t h e e  testa was tap water. The PPT'r were naturated by boiling them in 
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water and were stared in water filled balloons. The PPTk were thm put in position 
under water and thepe positions recorded using the pointer system. The PPT cables 
were run to thc ride of the  tank and taped firmly to  the aide. The PPT'a were then 
covcrcd with subsequent raining3 ofuind. The water level would then beraised, more 
rand would be rained, and so an. Whrn shaving war required, the water Iewl war 
droppcd juat below the shaving height so the vacuum system war not sucking water. 
Vacuuming the partially saturated tcrtbnl proved to be difficult, requiring much time 
and effort. S. (the degree of saturation) war calculated fmm density sup samplep to 
bc only 85 % for this test. 
hperimeots in the lab suggested that a 3, of 97 % might be attained if the 
rand war rained through approximately 10 cm of water. Therefore, this waa the 
procedure which waa followedduring the preparation of the testbed for the final t a t .  
As the testbd was built up, layer by layer, the water level was also raised. The 
watcr level was l o w e d  to  just below the teptbed surface during vacuuming. An 
attempt was made to place a layer of mlored sand into the teatbed during the final 
test but the aand could not be dyad to be dor ias t  and m l o d  sand muld not be 
found locally Strands of pasta (spaghetti) wne inserted vertically into the testbed 
at various locationr bath inside and outside the models path. Beauae the spaghetti 
would bemme soft in the watm, it would deform easily and, when excavated, yield 
information on displacements. 
A photo of a completed testbed juat prior to Booding is shown in Figure 5.12. 
The tank was then fiooded until the water level waa appmdmately 10 cm abwe bhe 
prepared tntbed surface. The tstbcd layout for the submerged teats ir also shorn 
in Figure 5.10. 
Figure 5.12: Completed Tetbed Prior to Flooding. 
5.2 Iceberg Model Preparation 
The gantry working platform was removed once the preparation of the testbed 
w u  compbted. The pointer system did net have to be removed but wan rather only 
vnavcd to one ride. The aluminum mounting frame was then put in position an waa 
dmcrihed in Chapter 4. 
The beam load celb were then attached lo the sway plate, the model lifted into 
position, and the beam load eellr bolted to the model iceberg struts. The model on 
the rnounting frame is shown in Figure 5.13. When in position, the horizontal face 
of the iceberg model was located at 2=0.36 m. This would give a scour cut depth 
or I cm lor the 1 s t ~ .  The fa- prnsure cells were also in position by thir stage. 
'Ttlo only remaining inrtrumentation to  install were the I d  cells to meaaure the 
lhodrontnl force on the iceberg. 
Connections were then made to terminal atrip. on a moden platform attached 
lo the aluminum mounting frame an which were also bcated the HLC amplifiers. 
'Ihe power supplylamplifier b r  each FPC was placed Inside the waterproofed iceberg 
model. All instrumentation was then hooked in to the data acquisition system. The 
pointer tip was lined up with the inflection line on the model face as thir w u  the 
reference point fop the model's travel. 
5.3 Data Acquisition System 
The inatrumentation was snnected to the data acquiaition syrtem an shown in 
Figure 5.11. Prior to running a test, the instrumentation and data scquirition ays- 
tern woe turned on and allowed to warm up far a t  leaat one hour. Output 
fmm instrumentation were checked by running the data acquisition program and 
Figure 5.13: Iceberg Model in Podtian. 
comparing acquired values to those obtained with a voltmeter. Some channels of 
the data  acquisition system were expressly u z d  for monitoring the input voltages to  
inrtramentarion. lnstrumentalion that could be checked by loading or movement was 
cbcckcd to ensure that it was working properly. The experiment did not commence 
(until it was confirmed that everything was working properly. 
5.4 Ice Scour Testing 
Inlmediately prior to the commencement of a test, the HLC'I were zeroed and 
the water level during the  submerged tests measured and recorded. The water level 
was measured a t  Z=49.1 cm during Test 3 and a t  249 .6  cm during Test I .  
Once the photographera and video camera were ready to  go, the data acquisition 
program was started and approximately 6 9 later, the test began, the gantry being 
cantrolled by an operator sitting on the large beams. Data acquisition ceased ap- 
proximately LO r after the test completion. Each test required only 100 to  120 s for 
completion, The travel of themodel for a typical test (T-t 1) is shown in Figure 5.15 
nnd from this it can be reen that themodel speed was relatively constant throughout 
the test. The tests were ail recorded on vidn, camera and photographed from two 
difirent angles ailhaugh it was hard to  make out what was going on in front and 
nmttnd the model during the submerged testl. 
Everything was shut down and the acquired data checked after the completion of 
n test. The instrumentation wan then disconnected fmm the data acquisition system 
and the pointer system re-established. Model instrumentation was disconnected, 
rcmoved where applicable, and tile model with mounting frame removed fmm the 
gantry. The gantry working platform was then put back into place. If the  teat was 
a submerged one, drainage was allowed to  take place overnight, otherwise post-amur 
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Fiyre 5.14: Data Acquisition Sptcm. 
Figure 5.15: Model Position va. Time, Test I. 
measurements commenced immediately. 
5.5 Post-Scour Measurements 
The first measuremenla which were taken hebre the testbed was disturbed werc 
psat-scour profiles of the resulting scour. These were obtained every 0.5 m along 
the scour, using the pointer system, and were achieved by setting the pointer on the 
desired Y.mordiosteand moving the pointer in the X-Z plane, taking measurements 
when the  pointer just touched the teatbed. 
The poal-sour locatianr of the ball bearings were found using the metal detector. 
Onre t h e  approximate location was found, the area w a  carefully excavated using the 
vacvum sptem until the apex of the ball was uncovered, care being tlken not to  
disturb the position of the hall. The pointer could then be positioned over the apcx 
and the past-scour position recorded. The ball was then picked up using a magnct 
and the f.D, number recorded. 
The solder strands werelocated by starting at one end o l  thestrand and excavating 
along the  strand's length. The polt.smur location of the strand was memured in the 
samemanner ar the prermur locations with the pointerrynlem. Generally, more data 
points werc needed to define the curvature of the rolder strands aker scouring. During 
excavation, the port-acour locations of the PPT'a and TSC'r were also determined 
and recorded. 
An sttempt wa. made in T e t s  1 and 2, to measure the denrib change8 across the 
scour profile using the nuclear densilometer. The denritomeler was placcd outside 
the scour, inside the rcour, and on the Kour berms. These testa were done before the 
m m n - n t  of excavating, care being taken not to disturb the tcsthed. The hand- 
held penetrometer was u d  after Tests 3 and 4 to measure penetration m i r t n n a  
acmw the .<our profile. These penetrations were conducted in intact restions of the 
exramled testbed and the position of each penetration mcorded with the pointer 
nyrlem. 
Chapter 6 
Experimental Results 
6.1 General 
There war a build-up of a mound of spoil in front of the model ar the teat pm- 
ceded. This Is shown in the photograph o l F i y r e  6.1 where themodel isapproaching 
theend of the testbed. This build-up took place during both the dry and submerged 
tests but it could not be noticed in the photographs of the avbmergd tests due to 
the reflection of the lighting off of the water. This rpoil continued to build until it 
appeared to  reach a m i m u m  height of s15 em above the testbed surface a t  appmx- 
imately Y=6.5 m. This rpoil would then spill to the rides of the scour cresting part 
of the berm shown in Figure 6.2. It was abo noticed that there wan some infilling of 
sand behind the model as the rcour progressed. 
In fmnt of the spoil, successive blocks of soil were seen to surface between rupture 
planes during muring. These failures were noticed up to 50 cm in front of the model 
and are shown in Figure 6.3. These failures appeared to be not unlike those cxpcctcd 
during a paraiw earth prurure failurn. A similar process war observed to the aides 
of the model but these failurn surfscea were, for the mart p u t .  covered by the fronts1 
spoil material spilling to  the rides. A ruptured surface to tho side of the scour which 

Fylre 6.2: Scour Berm. 
wa. not cowred by the berm material is shown in Figure 6.1. 
The metal ball bearing were also observed to move with the roil before actual 
conlact with the model (re Figvre6.5). As the model approached, they wecechurned 
with the frontal spoil, except for the outermost bearing which appeared to move on 
the intact failure surface which they sat. 
The pml-scour testbed is ahown in Figure6.6. In this photo, the model has moved 
away from the camera towards the fmnt of the tank. The b e r m  and t r o q h  created 
by the wour can be clearly seen, the berm height increasing to a steady-state along 
the scour path. 
6.2 Post-Scour Profiles 
Pmt-scour pmfiles were measured with the pointer system as described in C h a p  
tar 5. These pmfiler were then plotted a. shown in Figure 6.7, which shows a meaaured 
scour profile from both a dry and a submerged test. Superimposed on these profiler 
are the model dimensions. It appears that there has been a greater a m u n t  of infill 
behind the model during the submerged tests aa both of the profiles were mewred 
at the same position along the smur track. The amur profiles from all four t a t s  
arc prewnted in Appendim C through F. Meisuremeots were made of there scour 
profiles a. r h w n  in Figure 6.8 and these measuremrda are prnented in Appendix 8. 
6.3 Vertical Forces on the Iceberg Model 
Vertical forces on the iceberg model were measured using the four beam had cdk. 
T h e  were numbered BLC #I through #I a. war a h w n  in Figure 4.6. A typical 
result fmm one of theae beam lo& cells is shown in Figure 6.9. I t  can be seen from 
the plat that there is an increase in load to a relative steady-state which ia maintained 
Figure 6.3: Front Failure Surface During Scour. 
Figure 6.4: Side Failure Surface 
Fiun 6.5: Model Approaching Ball B-inga. 
I 
Figure 6.6: Post-Scour Testbed. 
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Figure 6.7: Measured Smur Profiles, Dry and Submerged Teats. Y=6.5 m. 
F i u n  6.8: Scmr Profile Measurements. 
Figure 6.9: Beam Load Cell #2 Rrsponae va. Time, Test 2. 
until the model reachen the m d  of the tntbed. At this time, there is a drop off of 
load to the original value hcauae the modd is no longer in contact with the testbd. 
This plot has been vmed to show the net increase in load on the model, assuming 
zero load whm the modd is hanging freely and not contacting the trathnl. 
Plots from all twta showing the variation of ver t id  load with model position are 
p r e sded  in Appmdies C through F. The peak value+ for theas teats are aummuiad 
in Table 6.1 where the fmnt strut vertical load (FSVL) is the sum of BLC #I and 
BLC #4, the rear strut vertic~l load (RSVL) is the sum of BLC #2 and BLC #3, 
and the total vertical load (TVL) is the sum of all four bum load dla .  Thwc plots 
are also p-kd in the appendices. The h e m  load cell reaulta in Appmdix C, for 
Test I, have been adjusted because these values were measured with a gnin ul I on 
the d a t a  acquisition ayrtcm but the calibration conrtanls wern deleri,,d using a 
of 100. 
Table 6.1: Beam h a d  Cell Results. 
6.4 Horizontal Forces on the Iceberg Model 
Test 
# 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Horizontal force on the model were meaured using the two horizontal load cells. 
HLC # I  and HLC #2, described in Chapter 1, and positioned as wns shown in 
Figure 4.7. The response from HLC #2, T e t  1, il prenented in Figum 6.10 as a 
typical response from one d these load ceUa. As with the BLC's, them is a build-up 
lo a relative steady-state value followed by a dmp OK at the end of the lest. 
Appendix C thmughFmntnins plots lmm the HLC's for all lour ofthe t a t s .  Peak 
values and total horizontal load (THL) are sumarizcd in Table 6.2. These plots have 
also been zeroed br convenience. A problem was observed with the response of IILC 
#I, Teat 3, as can be s r m  in Appendix E. It is thought that the load cell slipped 
out of position during the test and also began to  drilt. In order to arrive at an 
eatirnate for the  total ho~izontal oad on t h e  model, the wpanre  was vsumed to be 
the same as for HLC #2. Comparing the  total load from this test with the  actual 
total horizontal load in Tent 4 suggests that this wsr a reasonable arrurnption. 
Maximum Load (kN) 
BLC#I 
0.3277 
0.2213 
0.1425 
0.1603 
BLC #2 
0.7143 
0.7341 
0.4107 
0.3452 
BLC #S 
0.3566 
0.3883 
02556 
0.1605 
BLC #4 
0.3563 
0.2853 
0.1603 
0.1603 
FSVL 
0.6840 
0.5066 
0.3028 
0.3206 
RSVL 
1.0709 
1.1224 
0.6663 
0.5057 
' rvL 
1.7549 
1.6290 
0.9691 
0.8?63 
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Figure 6.10: Horizontal Load Cell #2 Repone va. Time, Test 1. 
Table 6.2: Horizontal load 
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Figure 6.11: Face Pressure Cell #4 I lspmse vr. Time, Test 2. 
6.5 Face Pressure Cell Results 
The typical response fmm r [ace p r ~ u r e  l l  i. given in Figum 6.11. This plot 
shows a build-up in p-ure to a steady-state miue followed by a drop off at the  cnd 
of the test. 
The response fromthe FPC'r for all of the 1-19 are given in Appendicoa C through 
F. T h e e  plots have ben zeroed to  reflect face pressure exerted by the teatbed en 
the model and not fmm hydrostatic pressure during the rubmerged tclits. Peak 
value of respanre from all t e t r  are given in Table 6.3. It should be noted that 
some dircrepaocy might exipt between actual values and mesrured value because 
the FPC's were calibrated using preaurized gas whish might yield different value9 
from direct roil loading. Also, the effects of shear on the  face of the FPC's were not 
considcd. 
Table 6.3: Face Pmaure Cdl Reullr 
6.8 Pore Pressure Transducer Response 
Figure 6.12 shows a plot of the typical rcapanss from one of the pore pressure 
transducers used durhg the submerged tnta. The rsme pattern could be pidied out 
from the r e p o m n  of all the pore pmsure transducers. As the model approached the 
PPT, there was aslight increase in pore prnaure, followed by an men larger deoreaw. 
This was typically followed by a large increeae before a return t o  deady-stalc. There 
values were termed initial pcok (IP), iniliai trough (IT), secondary peak (SP), and 
aleadg.stote (SS) rapcctively. Table 6.4 rummarizea thew value fmm Tnt 3 and 
Test 4. 
The pore pressure reaponse worded during these two tertr are presented In A p  
pendicer E and F. These plots have been zeroed to refla pore pressure response 
above hydrostatic. 
- 
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Fire 6.12: Pore PmsureTraasducer #6 &sponrcvs. Time, Test 3 
125 
Table 6.4: Pore Pmsurc Transdurn Results. 
-1 
Number kPa) (kPa) (kPa) (kPa) 
6.7 Total Stress Cell Response 
There wm no rotd s t rnr  cell data obta ind during Test 1 d u e  to equipment 
pmblems. The mponar from one of the cells "and in Tmt 2 is shown in F i y r e  6.13. 
The typical ruponre fmm these cella is a perk in load followed by a dip a n d  lhm 
a return to shady-alate. Thut  valun have hem termed puck m d  are presented i n  
Table 6.5. 
Appendix D through F contains the TSC data oblaioed during the testing pm- 
gram. These plots haw been zeroed to reflect the increme i n  total stress. 
-% 20 40 W 80 1W 120 
Time (s) 
Figure 6.13: Total Stress Cell #1 Response vr. Time, Test 3. 
Table 6.5: Total Stwr Cell Rnulta. 
6.8 Ball Bearing Displacements 
Pigum 6.14 shows t h e  post-scour positioos of some surface and near-surface ball 
hcarinp after excavation. The bail bearing displacements were calculated and t h e  
are p r e ~ n t e d  in the form of vectors in Appendice. C thmugh F. A typical plot showing 
the movcmenlr of some of the displaced ball bearings is presented in Figure 6.15. In 
theappendiur, displacement vetora are shown for both t h e  X.Y and theX-Zplaner. 
Thc lait d the vector repmmtn thepmition where theapex oflhe ball bearing started 
and the head is where t h e  ball bearing ended up. The dashed line outliner the model's 
path. 
6.9 Solder Strand Displacements 
A photograph el  one of the uncovered rolder strands is shown in Figure 6.16. 
Figure 6.17 showr the measured undeformed (pre-scour) and deformed (port-scour) 
position of thissolder atrand displacement marker m measuredby the pointersystem. 
The broken line represents the prwmur position and t h e  miid line represents the 
port-scour pmition. All of the solder strand displacements arc preacnted in Appen- 
dices C through F. Mcasurpments were madeof the horizontal and wtical  mmment 
of the solder strands along the moor centerline as shown i n  the f i e r e  and there are 
prncnted in Table 6.6. During excamtion of the testbeds from the submerged testa, 
thespaghetti atrands could not be  uncovered but were rather moved with thesmd 
into tho vacuum system. 
Figun 6.14: Diplaad Ball Bearings 
F i y n  6.15: Ball Bearing Dirplacements. Tut 1, 2=0.36 m Plane. 
Table 6.6: Solder Strand Displacements. 
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Figure 6.16: Displaced Solder Strand, Test 1, 2=0.34 m Plane. 
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Figure 6.17: Displaced Solder Strand, Test 1, Z=0.34 rn P h e  
6.10 Density Changes Across the Scour Profile 
The nuclear densitometer used in Tests 1 and ? could measure no differ~oces in 
the density of the tentbed acmrr $he rcour profile. This was believed to  be due to  
the measuring rwlution of the device which was *32 kg/m3. Penelmmeter resir- 
lances acmsa the smur profile and in various amas of the tetbed are pr-ted in 
Appendix 5. No attempt has been made to try and quantify t h e e  penetration resis- 
tancc valuer, rather they have been taken in a qualitative sense. Contoured plots ol 
the result. of these penetrations (with what paints were available) am given in Fig- 
ure 6.18 and Figure 6.19. The scour direction and model width outline arc indicated 
on the figurn. 
Figure6.18: Penetration Resistance 01 the Testkd, Tent 3. 
Figure 6.19: Penetration Resistance of the Tuthed, Teat 4. 
Chapter 7 
Analysis and Discussion of Results 
7.1 Post-Scour Profiles 
The average values for the post-scour profile mearurementri, aa were dercribed in 
Sntion 6.2, are presented in Table 7.1. The individvel ~ i u e r  measured for each teat 
are presented in Appendix B. These average values were taken between the Y=5.0 m 
and the Y=8.0 m caordinate, omitting the values obtained fmm the start and Rnish 
of each scour where the testbed may have differed from t a t  to k t .  TIE lower O, 
(see Figure 6.8) value for the submerged tests indicates lower berms br these testa. 
This, mupled with the lower WI values for thesubmerged testa, verifies that there 
was a greater amount of infilling behind t h e  m d e i  as the scour took place. Tho 
corresponding valua of rr and B are also indicative of this faet. Similar valt~er of 
WI for both the dry and rubmerged tsntr ruggert that the disturbed portion of the 
tertbed, or the portion of the testbed which ha. been influenced by scouring, was not 
dependant on whether or not the testbed war submerged. 
The croep.scctianrl area of the berms (above the  original teatbed surface) should 
be equal to  the uosa-sectional ares of the tmugh (below the original testbed surhce) 
if neither denrification nor dilation of the sand has taken place during scouring. The 
Table 7.1: Post-Smui Measurement., Average Value (Y=5.0-8.0 m). 
measured berm areas also included the cross-sectional area* of any rupture surf- 
which extended out fmm the outer edge of the bmna. The rrrar measured fmm the 
poot.srour profile at the Y4.0 m coordinate for each Let are shown in Figure 7.1. 
The measured valu~s are preented io Table 7.2 where 
The Ae and AT value8 for the submerged teats are smaller than those valum for the 
dry lests, again sugaating that there has been a greater amounl of infilling behind 
the model. The greater amount of infilling, and therefore the  smaller berms and 
smaller trough widths are lo be expccted becauve of the lower angle of repose for 
the submerged sand. The value of the Ares Ratio for all tents is less than unity 
suggesting that some densification of the loose sand has taken place. Densification in 
turn ruaesta that some strain hardening of the mil har occurred during shearing. 
Table 7.2: Post-Scour Pmfilra. Crora-Sectional Areas (Y=6.0 m). 
Ans : Cross-Seclional Area, Right Berm 
ALB : Cross-Seclional Area, Left Berm 
A, : Cross-Sectional Area, Trough 
Figure 7.1: Scour Profile, Croaa Sedional Area Mcuuremmts. 
7.2 Forces and Pressures on the Iceberg Model 
7.2.1 Pressures on the Model Faces 
Cran (1984) suaested that them might be no variation in face pressure across 
the width of the model. By comparing the results from FPC #3 (4 cm off the 
centerline of the model) to those obtained fmm FPC #5 (15 cm off the centerline), 
tt can be seen that the pressures fmm FPC #5 vary as much as *I5 % fmm those 
valuer obtained from FPC 63. Therefore, some variation does exist acma the face 
of the model and this should be taken into account during analysis. 
The greatest pressure on the model were thoae measured on the inclined face 
of the model. The pressures measured on the horizontal face were very small as 
compared lo the.* measured an the inclined f a a  as was shown in Table 6.3. FPC #3 
and FPC #5 were subjected to the highest premure rusesting that the maximum 
presaurea on the inclined face of the model are realized near the inflection line. Valuea 
recorded from FPC # I ,  located 195 mrn up fmm FPC #3 and on the same vertical 
plane. were 30 to 50 % l a r  than those values reeorded from FPC #3. This pattern 
of response would be expected as there wuld be stress variation on the model face 
due depth differences below the testbed surface 
The response of the face pressure cello located mi the inclined face of the model 
shows a cyclic pattern where there is an increare ia load followed by a dmpoff as was 
seen in F i y m  6.11. This pattern sugestr a buiU.up of force acting on the model 
followed by a failure of some sort relaxing the load. This type of pattern war alw, 
observed in rleorda from the BLC'r and HLC's. 
Figure 7.2: Deformed Solder Stmnd 
7.2.2 Vertical Forces on the Model 
Figure 7.2 shmvr a frontal view of a solder strand which has b n n  displaced during 
the scour process. I t  appears that some hearing capacity failure might haw occurred 
sr the aolder atrand la pushed down in the tmugh and uplifted to the rides. This 
failure might he like a Prandti-type failure mechanism which w u  depicted in Fig. 
ure 2.12. If vertical 10- exerted on the teatbed by the model were large enough, 
bearing capacity Mlure might haw occurred, yielding the deformationu ahown in 
F i y r e  7.2. 
The bearing capacity of the sand under the model keel can be anaiysed by mn- 
ridering the model ar a ahallow foundation. The four hearing capacity failure mech- 
a n i ~ m  presented in Figure 7.3 thmugh Figure 7.6 9- like possible mechaniom for 
aubamur deformation. The greatest prcaaure on the face of the model are bested an 
the illcliaed face of the model ar war pnvioualy mentioned. If a dead wedge of soil 
lander themodel is considered, as was described by Palmer (1990), thenvertical forces 
might be transmitted by the sloping model fare thmugh the dead wedge of roil and 
!ultimately cause bearing capacity failure beneath the model aa is shown in Figure 7.3 
and Figure 7.4. In other words, the wedge is eonsidered ar a shallow foundation. The 
wedge la assumed to extend only to the original tntbed aurface aod the surcharge 
horn the fmntal rpoil is neglected. Thme mumptioru will yield the lowat bearing 
capacities for the proposed mechanism and indicate whether or mot failure is posri- 
bie. In Figure 7.3, the failure is assumed tooccur in the longitudinal direction where 
the breadth of the foundation is taken as the length of the dead wedge. L., and the 
length of the foundation is taken as the width of the model, W. This potential failure 
mechanism has been termed Mechanism 1. The failure is assumed to  occur normal to  
the scour track in Figure 7.4. In t h i  cax,  the breadth of the Lundatioo is qua1 to 
the width of the  model and the lengthofthe foundation isconridered to be thelength 
of the dead wedge. This mechanism has been labelled Mechanism 2. Alternatively, 
the failure could be assumed to occur by bearing capacity failure directly thmugh 
the model loading as depicted in Figure 7.5 and Fiure 7.6. The loadins is conrid- 
ered lo extend only to the original testbed surface and the frontal spoil surcharge is 
again neglected. The mechanism in Flgure 7.5 assumes longitudinal failure with the 
breadth of the foundation equal to the length of the assum4 roil/model interface, 
LL. and the length of the foundation is taken to  be equal to  the width d the model. 
In Figure 7.6, the reverse is aasumed. There potential fail- mechanism. have been 
termed bfechanism 3 and Mechanism 4 respectively. 
Tenrghi i  Thmry for general shear, Meyrrhof'r Theory, and Terzaghi's Theory 
for local shear were used to calculate the bearing capacity d the soil for the 4 me&- 
anisms presented in Figurra 7.3 to 7.6. The results of the calmlatiom are pmented 
Fiym 7.3: Potential Bearing Capacity Failure Bmeath a Dead Wedge~! Soil, Mech- 
asiam 1. 
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Figure 7.4: Potential Bearing C~plcity Pailurn Beneath a Dead Wedge of Soil, M~sh 
aniam 2. 
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F i m 7 . 5 :  Potential Bearing Capacity Failure Thmngh Direct Model Loading, Mmh- 
anirm 3. 
in Tables 7.3 to 7.6. In these tables the Lmd on Sail war mlculnted by conrideri~tg 
that the total vertical load acting on the model acted perpcndicolar to the base of 
the equivalent boting as shown in Figures 7.3 to i.6. The raults in Table 7.3 indi. 
cate ths t  bearing capacity failure by general shear failure has not occurred assuming 
this failure mechanism. However. nlues indicate thst local rhear failure might haw 
occurred. When considering Merhanim 2, a term in the Tcraaghi Equation hecome 
negative due to  the considered loading pattern and failure mechanism (breadth of 
the bundstion is larger than the width). This yiclds a factor of LO between  value^ 
obtained using Terzqhi's Theory and those obtained using Meyerhof'r Thcory as 
can be  seen from Table 7.4. Therefore, Iew n i u e  are arrived a t  using 'rerz;ybi's 
Theory and comparison with the value arrived at using Meyerhol's Thcory suggest 
thst bearing capacity failure had not occurred. Valuer suggest that local shear failljre 
might have occurred. Mechanim 3 yield. hearing capacity d u e s  which riuggest that 
general shear or local shear bearing capacity failure below the modcl was possible. 
The negative term prenent in the analysis of the bearing capacity far Mechanism 1 
yields negative bearing capacity, again due b the considered loading pattern rod fail- 
ure mechanism. However, Mcyerhaf'r c s l ~ l a t e d  vsluea are eloae to  measured valuer 
suggesting that general shear or at  least local shear Rilure might have occurred and 
this failurecould thus be ceponniblefor thcrupturerurfacea to theaida of the model 
as well as lor the displacement pattern of the solder strand shown in Figure 7.2. 
The measurement of the vertical pressure on the face of the modcl should cor- 
respond with the total measured vertical force on the model during each l e t .  If 
it is assumed that the preorura recorded fmm the FPCIl are acting normal to the 
models indined lase, then the pressure can be raolved into vertical and horizontal 
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Figute 7.6: Potential Bearing Capacity Failure Through D i m t  Model loadin& Mech- 
anism 4. 
Tahie 7.3: Cornpariron of Calculated Bearing Capacity and 
Force Exerted on LheTestbed, Mechanism i, Dead Wedge. 
Te3t 
Type 
Table 7.4: Comparison of Calculated Bearing Capacity and 
Force Exerted an the Testbed, Mechanism 2. Dead Wedge. 
Analysis 
Method 
Bearing 
Capacity 
(kN/m2) 
Test 
Type 
Load 
on Soil 
(kN/mZ) 
Eileyerhof 
Terrsghi (Loeal Shear) 
Tenaghi (General Shear) 23.5 15.1 
Submerged Meyerhof 196.8 15.1 
Tcrraghi (Local Shear) 
Analysis 
Method 
Bearing 
Capacity 
(kN/rnl) 
Load 
on Sdi 
(kN/m2) 
Table i .5: Compar'>on of Calculated Rcairng Capacity attd 
Force Exerted on rhe Testbed, ilechanism 3. Direct I.oildillg. 
,\nalyris 
.\lethod Capacity on Soil 
(kN/m2) (kN/m2) 
Dry ileyerhof 
Tccraghi (Local Shear) :33.3 
Tenaghi (General Shear) 5.2 I8 8 
Submerged blqvcrhof 3.3 18.8 
Tena hi (Local Shear) 18.8 
Table i.6: Comparison of Calcnlaled Bearing Capacity and 
Force Exerted on the Tertbed, blechanirrn I .  Direct Loading. 
I Tent I Analvsis I Bearme I Load I 
'The total vertical force on the model can then be exprersed by 
where Fv, is the vertical force acting on the horizontal face of the model and Fvs 
is the vertical force acting through the small dead wedge of a i l  considered earlier. 
Whcrc L is length and \V is width, Fv, and Fvr can be expressed ar 
nnd 
Fv, = p,LaUr (i.i) 
wltere p, is thc average preaurr an the horizontal face of the model, p, is the vertical 
component oftheaverqeprerrureon theinclined faccofthe model, L, is thelength of 
the horizontal faceof the model, L, is the length of the dead wedge of roil considered 
above, and W is the width of themodel. The results of the calculations are presented 
in Table 7.7. W i l e  good agr-en1 is obtained (< + 10 %) betanen the values 
tmemared dimtly with the BLC'S and those values calculated from the meaavred 
bce pressurn. 
7.2.3 Horizontal Forces on the Model 
Succerivc failure surfaces were ob3erved to appear in Imnt 01 the model as the 
scour progressed a. w a s  shown in Figure. 6.3 and 6.5. The same type of process waa 
Table 7.i: Comparison of Calcalated 
and Blcasurd Vertical Load. 
uLserved by Pooroorhah and Clark (1990). Prasad (1985), and Crccn (IB&I), all of 
whose tests were also conducted in rand. This lypc of lailure is shown in Figure 7.7 
and was decribed br  Siemens (1963) in the analysis of modcl tillage toolr. Selig 
and Nelson 11961) also conducted tents to observe soil dcfar!nalions and failures for 
vertical and Lrward inclined blader as shown in Figure i.8. Again, ruccasivc failure 
plane. were preen1 in imnt of the model. 
AS ~ i t h  c ~ I c u ~ ~ ~ ~ o ~  of the M I ~ ~ C ~ I  force acting on the a dead wedge 
roil was considered as s first approach to the analpis of the horizoi~lal forca acting 
on the model. This approach io depicted in Figure i.9. Il the front ofthe dead wedge 
carried by the model is assumed to have I vertical face, then several method. can hc 
used a calculate the pressures required tocause passiveearth prcssumlailurein fmnt 
of the model. The reworked frontal spoil in front ol the model is eonridered to he  in 
the same state an the origin4 rand in the l a t h e d  which was slumped into posilion. 
Therefore, no differentiation betwen the two malerials is made and the measured 
horizontal force on the model should, in theory, equal the force required to move 
the model through the testbed. The maximum horizontal forces (Pa) measured an 
the model were 1.358 kN and 0.1993 kN renpecliwly for the dry and submerged 
Test 
# 
I I I 1751.9 1423.5 I 129i.2 1 li20.7 I -1.95 7'0 I 
Vertical 
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(N) 
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(N)  
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(N) 
FY 
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Pisurc 7.7: Suacerrivc Slip Surfwe. in Front of Near.Verlical Model Tillage Tools 
(:\fie. Siemens. 1963). 
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Planes, ,  
P 
- 
Figure 7.8: Rilure Surfaces lor Vertical and Forward.lnclined Blade in Medium. 
Deoae Sand (After Selig and Nebon, 1964). 
rusts. These values are compared to passive earth presure valuer calculated using 
Rankine's Thmry. Coulomb's Themy, Tenaghi and Peck's Log Spiral Aoslysis, and 
Sldeldr and Toltmay's method. Rnults are prerented i n  Table 7.8. 
'Table 7.8: Results of Passive Earth Pressure Failure 
 calculation^ with the Inclusion ol a Dead Wedg*. 
Table i.8 confirms several facts i n  the passive failure analysis uruming a dead 
i v d p  mwhanism. The first is that by ignoring the effects of wall friction (Rank- 
inc's Thmry), low passive earth pressure (Pa mistance values are obtained. Alro, 
Cot~lomb's Thmry assume that the failure surface is planar and thus overestimates 
thc pasive earth resistance as is s ~ n  i  the table. The passive earth preawre rc 
~istance calcvlalcd using Coulomb's Theory indicates that passive (ailam would not 
have occurred when i n  reality some process similar to pauive earth presure failure 
has owarred. The last two nlculation methods give rerulta c lmnt  l o  value sctualb 
measured. D i k renca  between calculated aad mewred  values mighl be attributed 
to the fact thal the dead wedge process might not be identical to the actual process 
or that the process might not he strictly attributed to parsive earlh prerure failure 
Scour Oireclion - 
lode1 
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Figure 7.9: Horizontal Force. Acting on Dead Wedge of Soil in Front of the Model. 
but that it might he coupled with some other failure mechanism. 
If the dead wedgeis not considered, then the horizontal farcen acting on the modcl 
might beanalysed by regarding the model as a retaining wall ar shown in Pigtlre 7.10 
[with the same geometry a. the model) and calculating the passivc earl11 presrtlrc 
reristance acting on the retaining wall. This retailling wall c m  he nnalyxd wing 
Coulomb's Theory or by Terzaghi and Peck's Log Spiral Analysis. An alternative 
means of analysis is to look at the problem from the point of view of Hatrison'a 
(1972) analysis of a single plategmuner as was described earlier. The pmivc carth 
resistance hm been calculated using these methods and is present4 in 'Ibble 7.9. 
As can be seen from Table 7.9. Coulamb'a Thmry again overerli!nUea the passive 
resistance of the mil in fmnt of the model. Terzaghi and Peck's Log Spiral Analysis 
yields results closest to those measured. P. calculated "ling kIsrriran's mctltod of 
analysis yidded valuer 43 to 56 %less than those measured. Thex values are .om- 
Figure 7.10: Retaining Wall with Model Geometry. 
Table 7.9: Ruulta of Paoliive Earth Pmsure Calculations 
for a Sloped Retaining Wall as Shawn in Figure 7.10. 
Test Calculation Maximum Pp 
Type Method Ph (N) 
parable to ~ 1 " s  measured by Prasad (1985) where P, calculated tlsing Hnrriroe's 
method yielded values up to53 % ins  than thorevdun mesuredon amodelinclinel 
30' from the horizontal. Diflerenceg in measured and cnkulated r.d~laca rnight also be 
attributed to densification of the roil as it was rcmoulded in the lro~~tnl spoil. 
The horimntal component of the pressure measured by the FPC's and acting us) 
the face 01 the model wa. pmviously expressed as 
where p ie the average pressure acting normal to  the inclined face of tbc model. 
If the lorn is considered to be acting through the dead wedge of roil as shown in 
Figure ?.lie., then 
FHI = PWXW (7.8) 
where H ir the height of the dead wedge and W is the w~dth of the model. The 
rerulta of the cdculations are prerenkd in Table 1.10. Agrement in not "cry good 
between valus measured dimtly  and thorecalculated fmm the FPC mearurcmcnts. 
Frictional force m r e  no& conaidered between the soil and the  horizontal haw and 
side. of the model hut even if this increase in horizontal force was to he takm into 
account, FHI would not increase enough to makcgood agreemenl hetween it and the 
measured horizontal load. Homver, if the loras acting along the entire inclined face 
01 the model are mnaidmd as shown in Figure 7.lih. thm Eq. 7.8 became 
whore LF io the length of the inclined face of the model. This equation give* values 
which are greater than the measured values (9ee Table 7.10). The measured valuer 
aceaomewhere between the FHI and FKI calculated values and though it is not known 
Inaw to amve at true values through calculation, if Fn(&voJ is calculated by 
(7.10) 
~ n d  thc values are  omp pared to measured loads, better results are obtained for 3 of 
the .I rests. 
Table 7.10: Compadron of Calculated 
and Measured Harirontd Load. 
7.3 Stresses and Pore Pressures in the Testbed 
The maximum vertical loads exerted on the terlbed through thesmall dead wedge 
of soil considered in Section 7.2, are presented in Table 7.11. The madmum stress- 
rcmrded by the TSC'n . e also presented In this table. The values indicate that the 
rtreasr~ in the soil are laa  than theloadexerted on the te tbed lhrough the proposed 
dead w e d s  lailure mechanism which is to he expected due to the dissipation d 
alreu with depth. The limited number of data points collected d o e  not Cjve my 
indication of the dissipation pattern ofatrearea in the testbed with depth a dirtance 
ofof modd centedine. More data points would be needed to elablish a relatiourhip. 
Value clme lo what might be expected were remrded during T e t  2, however, in 
T e t  3 and Test I,  remrded value were much l a n r  than what were expeckled. One 
- 
Figure  7.11a 
0.781m 
llndel 
I 
Figure 7.11b 
Figure 7.11: Asaumcd Horizontal Preaures Acting on the Inclined Model b e .  
pmribility lor differing valuer might be that the dead wedge assumption is not totally 
Pore prpilure iocrcasn in tbe testbed wae small due to the type of the teslbed 
material and also due lo the relative density of the soil. However, the increarn 
Table 7.11: Comparisonof Calculated and 
Measured Terlbed Strerra. Dead Wedge. 
were definitely present as was demonstrated in Table 6.4. The p a t e s t  pore pressure 
increarea ware expected to be realized directly under the centerline of the rmur. How. 
TSC #3 
Max. Stress 
(kN/m2) 
- 
15.1 
5.9 
3.3 
ever, this NM not the eaae as the largat i n m a x  war recorded almost immediately 
TSC #I 
Max. Straa  
(kN/m2) 
- 
20.1 
3.2 
Tert 
# 
1 
2 
3 
under the outside edge of the model (Test 3, PPT #6). Pore pressure response waa 
measured to a depthof at l e a  0.06 m o r  1.5 tmor cut depths below the modd which 
4 
Vertical 
Load 
(N) 
1754.9 
1629.0 
969.1 
was the d a p e t  painl measured. 
Loadon 
Testbed 
(kN/m2) 
27.4 
25.4 
15.1 
The variation 01 the maximum positive inmase in pore pmaure with depth below 
thc iceberg model keel and dbtmce off of renterline are plotted in Figure 7.12 and 
Figure 7.13. If the extreme value of 1.642 kPa oo the p b b  is $nored, thm t h e e  
appears to be an increase in the positive change of pore pmsure to a p s r t i d a r  
depth and distance of of enterline as can be rceo fmm the figurn. The variation 
826.3 
ol porr p ~ u r e  increase with the stnight line dbtanw to the PPT ir present~d in 
12.9 1 4.5 
Figure 7.14. Again, ignoring theat reme mlu+ there appears t o  be an inueux in the 
positive changeofpore pramre with increaing R up until approximately R=0.12 m. 
More paints would be required tontahlish definite trend* between t h e e  parameters. 
It ia not known how thesererultr should apply to afullscalecvenl or to whntdcptll 
the pore pressures andslreriie. would be relevant. Dependingo" their magnitudr. tile 
full scale pore preaoures and stresses would have to  he taken into account erpcrinlly 
where buried pipelin.. or other installations are concerned. 
7.4 Displacements in the Testbed 
Post-omur ball heating positionr from one of the tests are shown in Figure 7.15. 
Bails located above the scour cut depth tended to be catght up in the motnnd ofrpoil 
in front of the model and deposited in the  berm aa showr zs shown in Zone A. Balls 
in Zone B tended to he pushed up and out with the rupture surface. to the rides of 
the scour. Balls in Zone C, bcsted on the scour interlace were ridden over within s 
very short distance. Ballr In Zone D, beneath the smur were pushed down stld also 
purhed laterally in the scour directioo, the msgnitude of the movemcnb depending 
on the oridsal depth of the ball hesringr bdow the model keel. 
The variation of the vertical displacemen& of the solder strands with depth helow 
the model keel is p ~ e n t e d  in Figure 7.16. There dirpimements were meaaurnl along 
the scour enterline aa was described in Chapter 6. The figure shows that there in 
a general trend for the vertical displacement to decrease with the depth bdor  the 
keel. Immediate settlement calculstionr b w d  on rlaatic thcmy did not yield results 
similar to those measured during testing. Figure 7.11 presents maximum values of 
uplift for the Z=0.36 m solder strands. The uplifl was caused by the rupture planes 
which surfaced t o  the sides of the  model during smuring and which also tendl to  
support the general or l o d  shear bearing capacity failure theory presented earlier. 
I -Test 3, PFT #I 
2 -Test 3, PFT #2 
3 -Test 3, PFT #3 
4 -Test 3, PFT #4 
5 - Test 3, PFT #5 
6 -Test 3, PFT #6 
7 -Test 4, PPT #I O6 - 
8 -Ten 4, PFT #2 
9 -Test 4, PFT #3 
10 -Test 4, PFT #4 
11 -Test 4, PFT W 
12 -Test 4, PFT #6 
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- 
Figure 7.13: Variation of the Increase in Pore Pressure with DirtanceoRof the Seoul 
Canterline. 
Figure i . l l :  Variation of the Increase in Pare Prasure with Straight-Line Distance 
lo  thc PPT. 
Figure 7.15: Post-Scour Zones of Ball Bearing Displaccmenta. 
Figure i.16: Variation of the Vertical Centerline Displacement of Solder Strands with 
Location Below the Scour. 
Maximum S ide  U p h e a v a l  
. 
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I 
Test 1 = 0.0225 m 
Test 2 : 0.0131 m k0.25 m +  
t e s t  3 . o.ocna 
Tcrt 4 = 0.0072 m 
Figure i . l i :  Side Upheaval Valuer for Z=0.36 nn Soldcr Strnnd~. 
The variation of the horizontal displacement oirhe sulder strands wxtll depth b e  
low the model keel is prerented in Figure 7.18. There ir a definite pallcrxm presuttl; 
the horizontal dirplacement decreasing rapidly with depth. These horizontal dir. 
placement8 are attributed to  lhc keel shear dragging mechanism ( B m .  1990). Ilir- 
placemenla were recorded up la 0.12 rn below the model keel which was the extent 
to which measurements were taken. Thb in 3 scour cut dcpths below the rnodcl keel 
or 4 gmur cut depths below the lanrcoured surface. Displac~menrr of this type would 
have to be evaluated lor a full scale even1 to determine how and lo what depths they 
would affea a subsea inrlallation such arr pipeline. 
7.5 Density Changes Across the Scour Profile 
An observation of the contoured penetration resistance plola of Figure 6.18 and 
Figure 6.19 confirms that the roil harr been disturbed in the area of influence of the 
Figure 7.18: Variation of &he Horizontal Centerline Dirplasemcnt of Solder Strands 
with Location Bdow the Scour. 
scour. T h ~ e  figures show that the a r c s  of highest penetration rnislnncr are within 
the lmngh of lhc scour and 81x0 show are= of high rrriltnncc witbit> nr ndjnrc8,t 
to the berms. Strain hardening or dcnrificarion of the soil ia [he tmugl> may have 
been caused by the keel shear dragging mechanism below the maclcl cxpluitning ~ h c  
high penetration resistsnce valun found in these areas. ,\s for the arcas of h i ~ h  
penetration resirtance under thc berm,  these were probably the rnult of tbc bilttn. 
surfacer seen la the ride of the model. where, qnin, strain hnrdcning b~ ocrarrvd 
along the failure surface rupture plane and within the wedge of soil dispinccd. 
7.6 Comparison of Results with Previous Work 
The po*t.rcour profile measured during lhir experimental program were similar 
to those recorded by Pooroorhmb (1990). Prarad (1988). and Green (198,i). Dccntmc 
of the sloping testbed uwd in the latter two tests, a steady-rtnle scour profile w;r* 
never reached during those expetimenb. Pooroorhash (1190) never reached n ~111~dy- 
state beraure of the smur cut depth and rile lengtlb of run utilized. 
A typical response from a total stress cell was prcsenld in Figurc G.I:I. Af1c.r 
the model had passed over the TSC, it was expecled thal the total s t m s  beldw 
the scour would be a t  a lower-lhan-original rtcady-state dus to the removal of l cm 
of overburden. However, greater drops than what were - :. itcd aeorned. Thin 
was experienced with most of the TSC data which might suggest a data acquirilion 
problemor a pmblrm with the cclls due to i i t m  concentralions or some other factor 
such as differential stiflnesr. The results of Poomoshmb's (1990) tests, which utilized 
the same TSC's, with the exception of ane or two anomalous results, corruponded 
fairly well with expected drop. in total stress due to the  tamoval of rand. Strnrer 
werememured by Poomasharb (1990) fmm 3.9 10 12.4 crnunder themodeland slrcsr 
! 
itncreasn wried from 5 to 15 kPa. Stresses measured by Green (1984) in the testbed 
varicd from an increamof2 to 20 kPa at depths of 1.2 to 11.7 cm below the zouring 
rr,odel keel. 
No literature encountered during the research lor this theds revealed any values 
for the increase in pore pressures in rand during a modd test as most tests were 
mnducted in a dry state. However, Pooroarhasb et a1 (1990) conducted t a t s  in a 
saturated silt and recorded pore prnrure inemasr 010.5 to 6 kPa in depths from5 to 
20 cm below the reour trough. No attempt is made to try and directly compare t h a e  
valucs with t h a e  obtained from the present tertr; they are presented to illustrate the 
zone within which pore pressure changes have been recorded. 
The relative magnitude of the Lace prurure in Poorooshasb'a (1990) rand t n t r  
was greater than that of the present testa primarily becauseafthe denser sand wed in 
all awns of the testbed. The face p ~ s u r e s  recorded an Green's (1984) and Prasad's 
11985) models when they were at a scour cut depth of 0.04 m were interpolated from 
presented raults for the modela with a 60. and 30' angle of attack. The valuea 
obtained were 13.6 k!'a (5 cm above the base) amd 9.94 kPa (10 un above the base) 
rnpectively which are smaller than those measured with the p-nl 15' a t t z k  angle 
modrl. 
Table 7.12 s h m  measured mwimum vertical and horizontal forces exerted on the 
model duringrcouring for both the prnent tents and Pooroo~hasb's (1990) ta ts .  The 
mialive magnitude of the forces in Poorooahash'r t a t $  is greater because of the denser 
sand used in those tests. If the vertical lome is divided by the horizontal, ratio values 
typically range from 1.1 ta 1.5 with theexception of Pooroosharb'a Test 3 (ratio -0.9) 
which was the only test which used a model with a 30° angle d attack. Variations 
in force ratio3 indicate that the vertical force is dominant for amall attack angles, 
while for l a r g  attack a n g h  the horizontal farre is dominant. Ilorizantal larce also 
decreases with increasing attark angle as was shown by P o o r o o ~ l ~ n ~ b  (1990). Pra?ad 
(19851, and Green (19E-I). 
Table 7.12: Companson 01 Vertical Force lo llarironlal Force Ratios: 
P o o r o o s h ~ b ' ~  (1990) T-ts Compared to the Prelient Study. 
Horizontal Rrcc 
6100 5100 1.196 
Pooroorhasb 8900 8000 1.113 
(1990) 7600 8500 0.894 
12,500 9500 1.316 
1755 1358 
P~esenl  2 1629 1124 1.M9 
Study 3 969 i68 1.262 
4 826 799 1.034 
Displacements in the testbed were also measured by Poorooaha~b (1990) using 
metal ball bearings and solder strands - displacement markers. The greatest hori- 
zontal displacements were measured in loose sand, while in dense sand, dirplacementr 
were restricted to immediately below the model keel. This same variation of displace- 
ment was alsa reported by Been (1990). Measurements of horizontal displacement 
in loose and medium sand for all t h r c  t u t  program are presented in Figure 7.19. 
Poomorhasb'a loose rand was slightly more dense than the sand ured in the present 
tests and models with different sttack angles were 04. Few drlails on the experi- 
mental program were given by Been (1990), hovcver, thesand was slightly denser (= 
+4 % for t h e d r t s  presented in Figure 7.19) than the sand ured far the pre~ent esta. 
The hure shows & e a t  variation by using diflering testbed materials and different 
models. Further similar tost. would be ncedcd to identify the most critical model 
parameters. 
7.7 Discussion 
Thc results obtained during this experimental pmgram can be explained by vari. 
our theories and thnc are summarized in Table 7.13. Thi. table indicates (Y = y e ,  
N = no, or NJA = not applicable) whether or not the memured results could be 
predicted by the iirted theorier or previous t a t  results. 
The results Imm PooraoshmbS (1990) tests b u t  predict the t n t  ruuitr from 
the present series an would be expected due to  the similarity of the test programs. 
bar ing capacity ealr.iialbns, panrive earth prurure calculations, end the keel shear 
dragging mechanism aU predict various mpects of the experimental realts, but m 
olle theory predicts all of the resultn mswud. Therefere, the results are attributed 
la the potential combination of mechanisms; bearing capxity failure, passive earth 
prusure failure, and the keel shear dragging mechanism proposed by Been (1990). 
Figure 7.19: Variation of Horizontal Displacement with Depth Below Model Keel. 
Table 7.13: Comparison of Experimental REaultr 
md Various Soil Failure Mechanism. 
Chapter 8 
Summary and Conclusions 
In  order to  further understand the ice scour pmcns, an expcrimcntnl progat:, 
war conducted at par1 of this theria work in  an attempl to  observe and monitor R 
scouring event under contmiled conditionr. Soil displacements and stress rnpnnse in  
the soil were measured: lorce. and pressure on the model \.ere .,>onitored: and the 
effects 01 the inclusion d pore Ruidr were studied during the test series. 
The model tedr were conducted in  a ttstbed of controlled density which was pro. 
pared i n  a tank by raining silica sand fmm a hopper. r\s the t n t h d  wnr btlill-up 
layer by layer, the raining war stopped and inntrumcntatian or displat.emcn~ markers 
placed i n  the testbed at predetermined locations. The model iceberg was inrtru- 
mented and attached to a gantry spanning the tank. The lac- 01 the ntadol war 
indined 15' from lhe horizontal. The model wzs driven thmugh the tentbcd at n 
scour cut depth of 0.04 m, each run covering a diatanw 01 appmximalcly 5 m. 
Displacement markers and instrumentation i n  the testbed were localed and ex- 
cavated alter each test. Post-scour positions were then recorded and displacements 
calculated. Scour pmfiler and density changes across theseour pmfile were slao mea- 
rured. 
Results and obervationr allow several eonslurions to be made: 
I. There was agrearer amount of infilling of rand behisd the n>nr i f~g rnodel dari3~g 
the ta ts  ir. which the testbed was mbmergrd nr comparerl lo the dry tests. 
2. According to the scour pmfile measurements, rornc dem~slfication of thc xnllll 
omurred during the scour procag. Since the snrlrl was ro laoru ihitinlly, tllir 
was to be expected during the rcour prows. 
3. The greatest pressures on the model occuncd on the inclined brc. 
4. The vertical force exerted on the testbed by the tnodcl were large cna~mgh 
in  some eases to create a general shear bearing cnpldty failare r\ l  thc very 
least, i t  appears that a local shear bearing capacity lniltlrc uccarrcd. Thb 
was determined by comparing calculated bearing eapneity \,aIua to me,utmrccl 
vertical loads and by ob~erving the displacement (uplilt) of t.he soldcr rtml>r:s 
to the sides of the rcour. 
5. Max im~m vertical loads exerted on the tertbed by the madel wcru 10 lo  57 X 
less far the submerged tats. Maximum horizontal loads exerted on tile lerthccl 
by the model were 29 to 43 W less for the submerged tcrts. Vertical for rc~ 
acting on the model were typically 1 to 1.5 limes the horizontal forrcl ilclirtg 
on the model (Fv = 1 to 1.5 FR). 
8 .  The successive failure surfaca observed during scouring are helieved to have 
been caused by passive earth p r n ~ u r e  fa~lure of the soil in  front of rhc model. 
Calculations of the passive earth resistanceof the soil iadicate that t h i  proms. 
was feasible. 
7. Stress and pore prersure increases beneath the scouring model were measured 
to a depth of 0.06 m or 1.5 xour cut depths below the model k w l  which wn. 
to the extent of the measurements. 
8. Di~placcments of markers in the trrtbed were mearured up to 0.12 m helow 
the model keel which w a r  to the ektent la  which the measurements were taken. 
Horizontal displacements were much greater than thevertical displacemenU and 
the horizontal movements were attributed to the keel shear dragging mechanism 
u described by Been (1990). 
Some of the results obtained from thin ts t ing program are similar to  those ob. 
taincd from other testing programs and comparisons were made with these previous 
results. Similaritis and general trends were observed between experimental pro- 
grams. 
The rnults from this testing program cannot be directly scaled to  a full scale 
cvcnt due to the problem with geot~hnical  modelling in the laboratory as were 
rlescrih~d earlier. If there results were rcaied to a prototype event, using dat lons  to 
thc critical.statcor rleady-state, the full scale prototype may or may not be realistic. 
Then, further analysis would have to be done to determine to what extent stresse, 
pore pressures, and displacements would be relevant to a fuU reale went. 
Further reearoh must beconduded in order to  fully explore the ieeacour process. 
Tests could be conducted at s centrifuge fmllity in order to carredly modd the 
geotechnical process of smuriy .  If mouroes were unlimited, a p a t  many tests 
cnllld be conducted in which iceberg geometry, scour depths, pipdine burial deptbr (if 
rnadcl ~ipelines were included), and soil conditions along with many other parameters 
<auld be varied. This phyried modelling could then he verified through an extmsive 
field program in which theaame parameters muld bevaried. However, due to  physical 
nnd economical restraints, this type of extensive program would not be feasible and 
a smaller scale field program would have to be ronducld. 
A limited number o: centrifuge tests arc currently being mndctrtvd on Cambridge 
Uniwdty's beam centrifuge a t  an acceleration of LOO grnviliea (1:lOO wale) and 
in kaolio clay. Data is being obtained an the cRects of scouring, including chnngcs 
in pare water pressure, soil deformations, and model pipeline deformations. This 
data will help to verify full scale subscour deformations. A numerical model ir also 
being daigned to  analyse sn ice/pipe/roil system. The results fmm the centrihcge 
modelling will be used to help calibrate this finile elemenl model and then thir model 
should be able to be wed to hindcast the reaulta of the 1-g tests, the centrilugc teals. 
and full scale field programs. The analytical model could then be used to determine 
safe tenching depths, backfilling methods, and the ice reponsc to  the mme. Will) 
the pmper inputs, the analytical model should then be able La predict ttw seabed 
and pipeline response in the field, making this model an invaluable and much-nwdcrl 
tool in the design of subsea inrtsllationr lor a mid occan environment. 
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Appendix A 
Instrumentation Specifications 
and Calibrations 
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ovtpuc vortur cam - tm 
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O",.", V.lhgc (VO~", 
W R E  P R E S U R E M D U C E R  L1 .CAUBRATION CURVE 
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. , 
0"lP"t 4iuF (Val", 
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omput Volur (VO,", 
PORE PRESSURE TlUNEDUCER L6 - CAJJBRATION N R M  
I 
'$0 aJ I 15 2 25 3 1.5 
Ovtpvl VdllC (VOW) 
Kistler M o d e l  912 
Quartz Dynamic Load Ccll 
Resolution : O.OO? lb 
Overload : 20 % 
Sensitivity (nomiaal) : 50 picocoal~~,~b~/ll, 
Linearity : +I % 
Capacitance (nominal) : 58 picokrads 
Temperature Range : -,I00 to +:I00 'F 
10-32 Thread r 0.14 Inch 
A-9 
H0RaONTA.L LOAD CEU "1. W B R A T I O N  CURVE 
12W, O",plt "",uC G.rn - 
.2%, 0 03 1 1,s 2 2.1 3 3.5 4 LS 
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Beam h a d  Cel l  
Non-Linearity : 0.0:I % 
: 0.05 '% 
Non-Repeatability : 0.01 % 
Input Terminal Resistance : 1000 ohnw ,si>l. 
Oulput Terminal Resistance : 1000 i 10 villlrs 
Excitation Voltage : 15 V DC or r\C rrn* 1nt.11. 
Maximum Load. Sale : 150 % 
1 . 1 1  
lm, 
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1:2 1:' 
Vduc (Volq 
HEM PI1 
Inductive Pressure Transducer 
Nominal Sensitivity : SmV/V 
Lincnrily Error : < * I% 
Nominal Encrgising Voltng : 2.5 .t 5 %  \' 
lnpul Rerialance 
Input Induclnnce : I l m H  
Nominal Tempcraturc Rang : -10. C to SOa C 
.\-I 
rm 
FACE PREgURB CELL # I .  CUBRATION CURVE 
IS0 
am 
O",pvt V0lt8S Gsl" = I 
- .  
slap - 9 9 w  k P W  
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5 "' 61 uo- 
,w- 
5;. 
/' 
.,," 
//,' 
"Oo a3 I 13 z 2.1 1 33 i~- i s  
hill", Ydrngl IVDIU) 
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FACE PREIIURB CEU. # I .  WIBQATION CURVE 
-- 
Y.l",.mept - a m  m 
0 J 
rn" "Voll.C ("Ol", 
FACE PRESSURECELL " 4 .  CUlBWITlON CURVE 
Y.lnlmrp - -IIII'I tR 
I "  
1 
L 
a3 I u 2 u I 1.5 r 
G%,pu, V d W  (V0hl) 
FACX P W U R E  CEU. #I - C N J B M O N  N R V E  
,- . - . . 
Slop. - IP146LQmh . . 
Y-lrnru* - LOll  LPa 
ov,pvt Volmp ("dm) 
Celelco P T l O l  
Linear Position Displacement Tranrduce~ 
GENERAL 
Weight 20 ounces (to 50 inch range) 
Care Material Aluminum 
ELECTRICAL 
inpat Re9istancc : 500 ohms std. 
Oulpul Raistan!u : 1?8 ohms m u .  3rd. 
Excilalion Voltage : 25 mils max., hC or DC 
PERFORMANCE 
Accuracy : *O.l % P.S. typical 
Resolution : 0.008 % F.S. mar. 
Tcmpcrature Range : OD P lo +20O0 F 

MetraByte  DAS-8 Data  Acquisition and 
Control Interface Board 
PO\VER CONSUMPTION 
LO mA typical / 16 mA max. 
t 5  wlta 
MetraByte  EXP-16 Universal Expansion Interface 
POWER CONSUMPTION 1 
4.5 V current : 20 mA typical. 30 mA max. 
+12/+L5 V current : 8 mA typical. I0 mA ma*. 
ANALOG D,\TA SPECIFICATIONS 
Analog Output Current 
Gains 1000, 100. 10. I 
Nan-Linearity . 0.005 - 0.015 % 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
Operaling Temperature Range : 0 to 60 Deg. C 
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